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DISPLAY
The Limitless Horizon for Touch
by Stephen P. Atwood
If you are just opening this March issue, I hope you notice
that it is thicker than the previous few. The reason is fairly
simple. Our Guest Editor Geoff Walker brought to us an
outstanding array of submissions and we just could not
bring ourselves to cut anything out. Touch technology has
been around for as long as I have been in the display business. In fact, I’ve worked full time at three different touch
businesses and consulted with several more during my career. I can even remember
some of the first demonstrations of various acoustic and capacitive touch technologies
and I have had the privilege of meeting many of those inventors.
But I doubt any of those early inventors could have envisioned the massive scale of
adoption and utilization that has taken place around mobile devices. Seemingly,
almost overnight everyone is using touch with ease to navigate complex interactions
with their iPhones, PDAs, and other devices. Early complaints about accuracy,
response, uncertainty, and image quality seem to have evaporated like snow on a
warm day. Of course, we know those issues have not really evaporated; rather, a
significant number of very talented engineers have been hard at work innovating for
the past several years and, with some assistance from the semiconductor and materials
industry, have circumvented these problems enough to please consumers. One of the
most frequent complaints about early PDAs was the accuracy of their resistive screens.
If you had an early PDA device with stylus input, you no doubt struggled at times with
the gesture-recognition software and became frustrated by the on-screen keypad when
the stylus picked the wrong letters or numbers. Similarly, using your finger to select
things was like using a shotgun to hunt ants. Sure you could get the target, but the
collateral impact was substantial. And, even if none of this deterred you, then the
eventual degradation of the screen due to stylus-induced wear was disappointing.
Projected-capacitive screens, with their matrix of absolutely addressed conductors
and rigid glass surfaces, have really changed the experience. Now there is little
calibration error or drift, the contact with your finger can be very light, which allows
for more precise selections, and I have yet to see a pro-cap screen worn out by normal
use. That said, we are far from the ideal solution because the typical pro-cap screen
does not support stylus use and is more expensive than a similar resistive screen.
Efforts to remedy this situation are revealed in the Frontline Technology feature
“Projected-Capacitive Touch Technology” written by Gary Barrett and Ryomei
Omote. Barrett, incidentally, is one of those fundamental inventors of touch technology I referred to in the beginning of this editorial. If you talk to him, he can expound
on the many technical and business challenges the industry faced in its infancy. It
took a lot of hard work and creativity to get to where we are today. But don’t let me
leave you with the impression that resistive screens are outmoded either. Engineers
have made great strides with resistive technology, employing more durable materials,
better optical coatings, and even high-resolution matrix addressing to produce
accuracy similar to that of pro-cap screens.
So, does this mean the quest is basically over? Are we at the shores of the touchtechnology journey and ready to unload the boats for good? Have we discovered
everything that needs to be discovered? Not a chance! If you have read any of our
previous issues on this topic you know the theme: Touch keeps getting better, but
there is no one technology that does everything or meets the needs of all applications.
(continued on page 35)
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industry news
Tyco Electronics’ Elo TouchSystems Rolls Out IntelliTouch
Plus Technology
by Jenny Donelan
IntelliTouch Plus technology from Elo TouchSystems, a pioneering touch technology company founded in 1971, is, according to Elo,
the first surface-acoustic-wave (SAW) touch
technology with multi-touch capabilities, and
also the first SAW technology to receive the
Windows 7 logo. IntelliTouch Plus records
two simultaneous touch locations anywhere
on the screen with three axes of touch. The
technology is designed to offer OEMs, application developers, and other customers tools
to leverage the Windows 7 touch interface.
IntelliTouch Plus will be commercially
available early this year, in the form of screen
components in sizes ranging from 17 through
32 in. for consumer touch monitors as well as
all-in-one touch computers running Windows 7.

In addition, a 22-in. open-frame touch monitor
will be available later in 2010.
A new Elo TouchSystems touch driver, also
compatible with Windows 7, will be available
this year for current Elo monitors and will
offer the addition of digitized gestures to basic
single-touch functionality. No new hardware
is needed. This proprietary technology will
enable real-time single-finger gesture recognition on all Elo touch monitors, a capability the
company says can be easily integrated into all
Elo touch monitors for compatibility with the
Windows 7 operating system. ■

News Briefs
FlatFrog Laboratories AB, a developer and
manufacturer of optics-based multi-touch kits
and subsystems, recently announced that it
has raised €12.5 million (approximately
US$8 million) in new equity from international strategic and institutional investors.
Proceeds from this new round of funding will

ExtremeTouch Projected Capacitive Modules

See Us at Display Week 2010 in Seattle

be used to commercialize FlatFrog’s product
line of large, high-performance multi-touch
in-glass displays. Tyco Electronics, Ltd., a
Switzerland-based designer, manufacturer,
and marketer of engineered electronic components and undersea telecommunication systems, has acquired Sensitive Object, SA, a
France-based developer of touch-input technology, for approximately $62 million. Elo
TouchSystems (mentioned in article earlier)
is also a Tyco business. Amazon.com has
reportedly bought Touchco, a small start-up
company that makes flexible touch screens.
According to a February 3, 2010, article in the
New York Times, “Amazon Said to Buy Touch
Start-up,” Amazon.com will merge Touchco
with the Kindle hardware division, Lab 126,
in California. Touchco makes flexible, seethrough, and pressure-sensitive touch screens.
The company’s touch-screen technology can
reportedly make a distinction between the
singular pressures applied by either a finger
or stylus. This news was unconfirmed by
Amazon at press time. ■

guest editorial
The Best of Times
by Geoff Walker

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

It’s hard to imagine how the touch industry could be any
more exciting than it is right now. Consider the following,
especially in light of the current worldwide economic crisis:
• Consumer-device manufacturers are adopting touch at a
very rapid rate.
• New touch technologies are being created.
Touch is growing 3X (units) to 10X (revenue) faster than the display industry.
Existing touch technologies are being refined and enhanced.
Projected-capacitive-touch revenue has rocketed from $20 million to $600 million
in 3 years.
The pace and scope of university research on touch has accelerated.
Display Week has dedicated one of the four half-day Sunday Short Courses to
touch.
SID has designated touch as a special area of focus and created symposium sessions
exclusively for touch.
Touch startups are being funded or acquired when they rarely would have been in
the past (FlatFrog, Touchco, Sensitive Objects …).
New conferences and shows devoted to touch are being created worldwide.

One of the several factors driving this excitement is that there is no perfect touch
technology. Each of more than a dozen technologies has specific strengths and weaknesses. For example, there still is not one touch technology for a smartphone that has
high durability, high optical performance, multi-touch, a flush surface (edge-to-edge
glass or plastic), and can be touched with any object including a small-tipped throwaway stylus – at any cost! Yet all of these characteristics are in strong demand from
smartphone OEMs.
Another factor is the variation in requirements across different touch applications.
For example, how many simultaneous touches does a touch technology need to
support? The answer depends on the application and the device size. In small,
narrow-bordered mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets, the ability to
recognize and track many touches is particularly useful when implementing “grip
suppression” algorithms (see the article in this issue on projected-capacitive touch
technology for more details). In netbooks and notebooks, one hand is almost always
used to hold the screen steady, so the maximum number of touches that the other hand
can apply is limited to five, and since it’s only one hand, three or four is probably a
practical limit. In desktop monitors and all-in-one computers, there are zero applications today that require more than two touches, so the device OEMs currently have
little interest in incorporating (more expensive) touch screens that can support more
than two touches. In large-format (>30-in.) displays, the majority of applications
today are “point-and-click” that require only a single touch (excepting CNN-TV’s
multi-touch display, of course). On the other hand, it’s not much of a stretch to
envision multi-player games and educational applications on large-format displays
requiring 4-10 touches in the near future.
In reality, the maximum number of touches is just one of more than 40 characteristics that define a touch screen. Ultimately, what really matters is the user experience,
which depends on all of the touch screen’s characteristics, the user interface, the application, and the operating system all coming together to work in harmony to do what
(continued on page 45)
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president’s corner
Anniversary of a Prediction
by Paul Drzaic
President, Society for Information Display
There’s a quotation generally attributed to the famous U.S.
baseball player Yogi Berra: “It’s tough to make predictions,
especially about the future.” While we hear predictions all
the time from various sources, it’s uncommon for these
predictions to accurately portray the future. Even rarer, and
astonishing, are the predictions that appear controversial or even outrageous when
they are made, but are proven to be true over time. For this column, I’d like to
celebrate a prediction made during a keynote address at the SID Symposium in 2005
that to my mind fits the “astonishing” description.
President Sang-Wan Lee of Samsung Electronics provided the talk I’m referring to.
His address was entitled “LCD Revolution – The 3rd Wave,” and it provided a look
back at the penetration of large-area active-matrix liquid-crystal-display (AMLCD)
technology into notebook and desktop applications (the 1st and 2nd waves). He
presented an impressive array of statistics showing progress in AMLCDs, including
dramatic performance improvements in response time, brightness, contrast ratio, color
depth, and viewing angle. President Lee also noted the industry’s multi-billion dollar
investment in AMLCD manufacturing capabilities. At that time, this meant 20
companies operating 79 manufacturing lines worldwide, including one Gen 7 and four
Gen 6 fabs. Over 100 million LCD monitor units were shipped that year. Based on
these successes, President Lee projected that AMLCDs would next dominate the
television market, supplanting CRTs, plasma displays, and projection displays.
It’s important to note the electronic-display landscape in 2005. The retail price for
40–42-inch LCD televisions was approaching the $2500 range. It was possible to
purchase LCD TVs for less than $1500, but only in 30-inch and smaller sizes. CRTs
held over 70% of the market share for televisions, with AMLCDs, plasma displays,
and projection displays fighting tooth and nail for the balance. Most commonly,
commercial AMLCD TV sizes topped out at around 42 inches, while plasma and
projection displays were available up to 60 inches. While everyone was relatively
confident that CRTs would continue to lose market share to flat-panel displays, it was
not at all clear how quickly that erosion would take place or which mix of technologies would win.
That landscape explains why Sang-Wan Lee’s predictions were so astounding at the
time. Looking ahead to 2010, he made the following claims:
• AMLCD televisions would attack both CRTs at the low end and plasma/
projection screens at the high end, competing in cost, quality, and size.
• A target of 100 million AMCLD televisions by 2010 was achievable –
conventional forecasts were in the 60–70 million unit range.
• The retail price for a 32-inch AMLCD would be less than $1000.
• Commercial LCDs would compete head to head with plasma/projection units
in sizes up to 70 inches.
• The industry would continue to invest in large, new-generation fabs up to
Gen 9.
• New applications would emerge based on this availability.
Attending the talk, I distinctly heard the audience audibly reacting to these claims –
the price points, unit volumes, and commercial sizes were viewed as extremely
(continued on page 45)
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frontline technology

LCD In-Cell Touch
Imagine being able to touch the surface of any display with your finger or a stylus and
have the location of your touch instantly identified down to the exact pixels. Imagine this
happening with no cover glass or special coatings or any other obstruction in front of the
display, and with minimal change inside the display. That’s the promise of in-cell touch.
The problem is that the promise remains mostly out of reach. This article explores that
promise and its current status in detail.

by Geoff Walker and Mark Fihn

T

HE term “in-cell touch” generally refers
to the implementation of a touch sensor inside
the cell of a liquid-crystal display (LCD).
While the term and technology have been
applied to touch sensors integrated into
plasma-display panels, electrophoretic
(electronic paper) displays, and OLEDs, this
article examines only the application in LCDs.
LCD in-cell touch currently exists in three
forms, only one of which is physically inside
the LCD cell. The three forms are as follows:
• In-cell: The touch sensor is physically

inside the LCD cell. The touch sensor
can take the form of light-sensing elements, micro-switches, or capacitive
electrodes.
Geoff Walker is the Marketing Evangelist &
Industry Guru at NextWindow, the leading
supplier of optical touch screens. He is the
Guest Editor for this issue of Information
Display, is a recognized touch-industry expert
who has been working with touch screens for
20 years. He can be reached at 408/506-7556
and gwalker@nextwindow.com. Mark Fihn
is publisher of the Veritas et Visus newsletters, focused on the technologies and markets
related to flexible displays, display-related
standards and regulations, 3-D displays,
high-performance displays, and touch
screens. He can be reached at 254/791-0603
or mark@veritasetvisus.com.
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• On-cell: The touch sensor is an X-Y

array of capacitive electrodes deposited
on the top or bottom surface of the color-

filter substrate. Strictly speaking, when
the electrodes are on the bottom surface
of the substrate they are physically inside

Table 1: The difficulty of integrating each of 11 touch technologies as
out-cell touch is shown as green (easy), yellow (medium), and red (hard)
Touch Technology

Difficulty of Out-Cell Integration

Analog & Digital Resistive

None

Projected Capacitive

None

Optical

Cameras & reflectors can be mounted on top of the LCD
cell; no cover glass is required

Traditional Infrared

A PCB must surround the entire LCD; no cover glass is
required

Surface Capacitive

The metal LCD frame cannot contact the
touch-screen glass and must be grounded

Surface Acoustic Wave

The reflectors and transducers on the touch-screen glass
must be protected

Waveguide Infrared (RPO)

Waveguides and sensors must be mounted on the surface
of the touch-screen glass; IR LEDs must be attached to
the edge of the glass

Acoustic Pulse Recognition
(Elo TouchSystems)

Touch-screen mounting is critical

Dispersive Signal Technology (3M) Touch-screen mounting is critical
Force Sensing

Touch-screen mounting is critical

Vision-Based Optical

Not applicable (rear-projection only)
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the cell – but this is still usually called
“on-cell” because of the type of electrodes. (This is a good illustration of the
fact that the terminology for in-cell touch
is still evolving.)
• Out-cell: This new term, coined in 2009
by AU Optronics Corp., describes the
configuration in which a standard touch
screen (usually only resistive or projected capacitive) is laminated directly
on top of the LCD during module manufacturing. Unlike the other two, this configuration typically requires an additional
piece of glass – even though it is technically possible to use a film–film resistive
touch screen in this case.
Because these terms and the technology
that they describe are quite new, there is still
quite a bit of variation in their use in technical
and marketing documents. Caution is advised
while reading any relevant material; “on-cell”
may often be used to describe something that
is actually “out-cell,” and vice-versa.

Out-Cell Touch
Out-cell is basically just the integration of a
touch solution at the LCD-module manufacturer. This is not fundamentally different than
the touch integration that is often performed
by third-party integrators today. The major
difference is that it is likely to be lower cost,
which means that out-cell is probably going to
become a general trend, one most likely to
occur with technologies that are easy to integrate. Table 1 categorizes all current touch
technologies in terms of the difficulty of
integrating them as out-cell touch.
As shown in Table 1, resistive and projected-capacitive touch screens are the most
likely candidates for out-cell integration.
These two most commonly used technologies
accounted for over 95% of the total number of
touch screens shipped in 2009. Both are often
attached to LCDs by third-party integrators,
so it is easy for the LCD-module manufacturer to do the same. Projected-capacitive
sensors are increasingly being made on converted color-filter fab lines, so LCD manufacturers have easy access to the technology. All
of these factors are causing a number of wellknown resistive and projected-capacitive
touch-screen manufacturers to begin to work
closely with major LCD manufacturers on
out-cell integration. Among the other touch
technologies, only optical seems to be gaining

any acceptance from the LCD manufacturers
in terms of out-cell integration.

In-Cell and On-Cell Touch Technologies
There are currently three different touch technologies being used in in-cell and on-cell
touch. They are summarized as follows:
• Light Sensing (In-Cell): This technol-

ogy, also called “optical,” uses the addition of a photo-transistor into some or all
of the LCD’s pixels. The screen can be
touched with a finger, stylus, light-pen,
or laser pointer. The touch-sensing array
can also be used as a scanner. A coverglass can be used to protect the LCD’s
surface.
• Voltage Sensing (In-Cell): This technology, also called “switch sensing,”
uses the addition of micro-switches for
X and Y coordinates into each pixel or
group of pixels. The screen can be
touched with a finger or a stylus, within
the damage limits of the LCD’s surface.
A cover-glass cannot be used to protect
the LCD’s surface.
• Charge Sensing (In-Cell): This technology, also called “pressed capacitive,”
uses variable-capacitor electrodes in each
pixel or group of pixels. The screen can
be touched with a finger or stylus, within
the damage limits of the LCD’s surface.
A cover-glass cannot be used to protect
the LCD’s surface.
• Charge Sensing (On-Cell): This technology, also called “capacitive sensing,”
is basically the same as today’s projected
capacitive. It uses an X-Y array of
capacitive-sensing electrodes on the top
surface of the color-filter substrate. The
screen can be touched only with a finger.
A cover-glass can be used to protect the
LCD’s surface.
Table 2 shows which LCD manufacturers
are working on each of the three in-cell/oncell technologies. This list, based on investigation done by the authors, is undoubtedly
both incomplete and inaccurate because not
all manufacturers are forthcoming about their
in-progress research. The authors take full
responsibility for all errors and omissions.
The theoretical advantages of in-cell touch
have always seemed very attractive. These
include the following:
• Minimal or no added size, thickness, or

weight (and therefore no effect on the

end product’s industrial design) in order
to achieve the touch function.
• Theoretically unlimited (controllerdependent) multi-touch functionality,
since each pixel or group of pixels
should be individually detectable.
• Conceptually very high touch-performance, including low parallax error
(assuming no cover-glass), very accurate
and linear touch-point data (due to the
unchanging underlying pixel matrix), and
potentially higher resolution than the
LCD (through inter-pixel interpolation
when a sensor is present in each pixel).
• Theoretically much lower cost for the
touch function, since the changes in an
LCD’s manufacturing cost should be
minimal.
In reality, all of these advantages have
turned out to be compromised to some degree.
The next several sections of this article delve
into each of the three technologies and their
advantages and disadvantages in more detail.

Table 2: In-cell and on-cell
touch technologies are being
investigated by various LCD
manufacturers. The manufacturers
with the most significant development
efforts are shown in bold; green
denotes each manufacturer’s primary
focus.

LCD
Manufacturer
AUO

Charge
Sensing
Light Voltage (in-cell or
Sensing Sensing on-cell)
✔

✔

✔

Chi Mei Innolux

✔

CPT

✔

HannStar

✔

LG Display

✔

✔

✔

NEC
Samsung

✔

✔

✔

✔
✔

Seiko-Epson
Sharp

✔

Sony

✔

TMD

✔

✔
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Light Sensing
The concept of putting a light-sensing element
into each pixel, announced first in a press release
by TMD in 2003, was the first in-cell technology
to grab the world’s interest. TMD was also the
first to issue a press release describing the
concept of automatically switching between
sensing the shadow of a finger in bright ambient
light and sensing the reflection of the backlight
from a finger in dim ambient light. In those
early days, light-sensing in-cell touch seemed
to be destined to take over the touch industry
and make all conventional touch screens obsolete. By the end of 2007, most of the other
major LCD manufacturers (AUO, LG Display, Sharp, etc.) had demonstrated similar
technology. A conceptual illustration of lightsensing in-cell technology appears in Fig. 1.
The first commercial product using any
form of in-cell touch was developed by Sharp
in 2009. The product, the PC-NJ70A netbook
shown in Fig. 2, uses light-sensing in-cell
touch in a 4-in. continuous-grain (CG) silicon,
854 × 480 touchpad LCD. This LCD performs the same functions as a conventional
opaque touchpad, with the addition of stylus
support, two-finger multi-touch gestures, and
limited scanning (shape recognition). The
product, retailing at around $800, is available
only in the Japanese domestic market. Sharp
has made it clear that the PC-NJ70A is a
“technology experiment” rather than a highvolume commercial product.
The development of this product by Sharp
illustrated several fundamental issues with
light-sensing in-cell touch. These issues,

which have generally been acknowledged
and/or confirmed by other LCD manufacturers, are as follows:
• The original concept of using reflected

backlight to sense touch in low ambient
light does not work if the on-screen
image is black. Sharp’s solution to this
problem was to modify the netbook’s
LED backlight to emit more infrared (IR)
light (which significantly increases
power consumption) and to modify the
in-pixel light-sensors to be more sensitive to IR. Because the LCD is transparent
to IR, this solved the problem of being
unable to sense touch on a black image.
• In bright ambient light, it is difficult to
distinguish between the shadow of a
touching object and the shadow of a
proximate (non-touching) object. In dim
ambient light it is difficult to distinguish
between a reflection from the backlight
and a reflection from an external light
source. In essence, using a photo-sensor
to reliably detect touch over the range of
full sunlight to total darkness turned out
to be much more difficult than expected.
• Putting a light-sensing element in every
pixel turned out to be impractical
because it consumed too much of the
aperture (reducing efficiency) and
required too much processing power.
Sharp’s solution to this problem was to
use one light-sensing element for every
nine pixels. This reduces the impact of
the problems but has the disadvantage of
also reducing the touch resolution to the

ITO

Photo sensor

Fig. 1: In this conceptual illustration of light-sensing in-cell touch, a photo-sensing element
occupies a portion of the aperture of one subpixel; the element is connected to X and Y control
lines so it can be read individually. Source: DisplaySearch.
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point where (a) scanning an image of
something placed on the display is no
longer practical and (b) the quality of
digital ink (when using a stylus) is not
good enough.
• The display function and the touch function tend to interfere with each other.
Expressed by Sharp as “severe electromagnetic interference (EMI) problems,”
this prevents the netbook’s touch function from operating as fast as a normal
opaque touchpad. One of the authors
spoke with an engineer who had worked
on the development of the product at
Sharp; the engineer said that on average,
the touchpad worked at about 25% of the
speed of a normal touchpad, which made
it quite annoying to use.
• The amount of processing power needed
to operate the overall touch function
(e.g., process multi-touch gestures, run
the scanning function, etc.) turned out to
be much higher than anticipated. This,
along with the addition of IR LEDs to
the backlight, resulted in high power
consumption, which noticeably shortened
the netbook’s battery life.
Sharp was not the first to recognize the
“can’t touch a black image in low ambient
light” problem. Planar observed the same
problem and published a paper in 20071 which
proposed a novel solution: inject IR light into
the edge of a cover glass and use frustrated
total internal reflection (FTIR) to provide the
reflected IR that’s sensed by the in-pixel light
sensors. This eliminates dependence on ambient light and the backlight. In 2009, Planar
sold the intellectual property for this idea to a
company whose identity remains a closely
held secret. Whether it will be available for
licensing to LCD manufacturers remains to be
seen.
One fundamental problem that Sharp
avoided by using CG silicon is that of the
mobility of the backplane. The level of
mobility needed to implement light-sensing
in-cell technology limits the practical implementation to CG or LTPS, which, in turn,
limits the maximum size of a light-sensing
in-cell touch screen to about 20 in.
The net effect of all the above-described
problems is that the development of lightsensing in-cell touch has slowed down a great
deal since initial demonstrations. The current
consensus among the major LCD manufacturers seems to be that commercialization of

light-sensing in-cell touch is still relatively far
in the future.

Voltage Sensing
The basic concept of voltage-sensing in-cell
touch is the same as that of the emerging
“digital-resistive” touch technology. In
essence, an X-Y switch matrix is overlaid on
the LCD. In the case of an external digitalresistive touch screen, the matrix is formed by
patterning the normally continuous transparent ITO conductors on the substrate and cover
sheet of an analog-resistive touch screen into
intersecting strips. When a finger or stylus
forces an intersecting pair of strips together, a
circuit is closed (i.e., the voltage measured
between the pair goes from an open-circuit
voltage of a few volts to a closed-circuit
voltage of zero volts).
In the case of a voltage-sensing in-cell
touch screen, micro-switches are added to
each pixel to form the switch matrix. When a
finger or stylus pressing on the surface of the
LCD closes one or more micro-switches, the
same voltage measurement is made. In both
cases, the controller isolates and drives each
column separately such that multiple row
circuit closures can be detected on one column
without interference from other columns,
thus inherently providing multi-touch. A
schematic illustration of a voltage-sensing
in-cell touch design is provided in Fig. 3.
The advantages of the voltage-sensing form
of in-cell touch include the following:
• The relative simplicity of the controller

(compared with the much more complex
controller required for light-sensing
in-cell) potentially allows integration
directly into the LCD driver IC.
• The voltage-sensing switch matrix is
totally independent of ambient and
backlighting.
• A voltage-sensing in-cell touch screen
with one sensor per pixel should be optimal for use with a stylus, since subpixel
resolution can be achieved by inter-pixel
interpolation.
The disadvantages of voltage-sensing incell touch include the following:
• A cover glass cannot be used because the
surface of the LCD must be depressed in
order to actuate the micro-switches.
Because the polarizer (top surface) on
today’s LCDs typically has a pencil hardness of only 2H or 3H, this is a signifi-

Fig. 2: Sharp’s PC-NJ70A netbook is the first commercial product to use any form of in-cell
touch. A light-sensing, in-cell touch screen is integrated in the touchpad LCD, circled in red in
the photograph. Source: Sharp.
cant limitation. For example, AUO’s
specification on one of its voltage-sensing
in-cell touch screens is only 100K touches
at less than 40 grams. This is radically
less than the typical 30-million/80-gram
specification on a five-wire resistive
touch screen. While a harder polarizer is
an obvious solution to this problem, until
there is more demand for touch, the
polarizer manufacturers have no motivation to increase hardness and the LCD
manufacturers have no motivation to use
more expensive, harder polarizers.
• Pressing the surface of most LCDs
causes significant liquid-crystal pooling,
which is visually distracting. Eliminating the pooling can be accomplished by
changing the cell-spacer structure and/or

changing to in-plane switching (IPS), but
there are intellectual property (IP), cost,
and other restrictions on doing so.
Again, until there is more demand for
touch, there is little motivation for the
LCD manufacturers to make such
changes.
• Adding micro-switches decreases the
aperture, which makes the LCD less
efficient.
• A finite pressure is required to activate
the micro-switches, which means that
multi-touch gestures can be more difficult to perform than with zero-pressure
capacitive touch screens.
• The maximum size of a voltage-sensing
in-cell touch screen is limited by the
resistive and capacitive (RC) loading of
Information Display 3/10
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Side view

Top view
Data lines
Y-sensor line

Gate line

Main column spacer
(Cell gap uniformity)

Color filter glass

R

G

Liquid crystal

TFT glass

Common electrode
(Indium tin oxide)

B

Sensor
(microswitch)

R

G

B
Sensor switch
(Conductive CS)

X-sensor line
Fig. 3: In this schematic illustration of voltage-sensing in-cell touch, two micro-switches are shown occupying a portion of one subpixel in the
top view at left. The side view at right shows the implementation of a micro-switch using a conductive column spacer. Source: Samsung.
the connecting traces, as well as by the
space required for the traces. Currently,
the practical size limit is about 26 in.
Even though there are some significant disadvantages, the advantages of voltage-sensing
in-cell touch make it fairly compelling relative
to light-sensing in-cell touch. Nevertheless,
the number of LCD manufacturers who are
working on voltage sensing is the smallest of
all three in-cell technologies. The authors are
not sure why this is the case; we speculate that
it may be due to some IP considerations
related to digital-resistive technology.

Charge Sensing
Table 2 clearly indicates that charge sensing is
currently the most popular of the in-cell touch
technologies. The basic reasons are that (a) it
is closely related to projected-capacitive touch
technology, which has rocketed from obscurity to the number two spot in the touch industry since the launch of the iPhone in 2007 and
(b) light-sensing in-cell touch (the former and
earliest favorite) has turned out to be much
harder to implement than expected.
As previously described, charge sensing is
being developed in two forms: in-cell and
on-cell. The primary difference between the
12 Information Display 3/10

two is that in-cell charge sensing relies on a
change in capacitance caused by the user
pressing on a moveable electrode, while oncell charge sensing relies on the user’s body
capacity changing the capacitance between a
pair of fixed electrodes.
In the in-cell configuration (Fig. 4), conductive column spacers located on the underneath of the color-filter substrate are added
into each pixel or group of pixels. Each
spacer has a corresponding conductive electrode on the TFT-array substrate. An electric
field is established between each pair of electrodes, which produces a base value of capacitance (stored charge) for each X-Y location.
When pressure is applied to the surface of the
display with a finger or stylus, the movement
of the conductive spacer causes the value of
the capacitance between the electrodes to
change. This change is measured by a controller and used to determine the location of
the touching finger or stylus. Because the
conductive spacer is shorter than the main
column spacer, the capacitive electrodes cannot
contact each other and create a short circuit.
In the on-cell configuration (Fig. 5), two
patterned layers of transparent ITO conductors are deposited at right angles to each other

on top of the color-filter substrate (underneath
the polarizer) with an insulating layer (dielectric) between them. An electric field is established between the two conductive layers, which
creates a base value of capacitance (stored
charge) between each X-Y intersection. The
capacitance of the human body to ground
causes a finger placed on top of the polarizer
to change the value of the capacitance between
the intersecting electrodes under the finger.
This change is measured by a controller and
used to determine the location of the touching
finger. The number and spacing of the electrodes determines the touch resolution.
While both of these configurations use the
same principle of measuring a change in
capacitance between transparent electrodes,
the controller and the interface it presents to
the host system are typically unique to each
LCD manufacturer and may even differ
between in-cell and on-cell.
The advantages of the charge-sensing form
of in-cell and on-cell touch include the
following:
• The base technology of determining the

location of a touch by measuring changes
in small values of capacitance is wellunderstood and becoming increasingly

common due to the recent extremely rapid
growth of projected-capacitive touch.
• Charge-sensing touch is totally independent of ambient lighting or backlighting.
• A thin (typically 0.5 mm) cover glass can
be laminated on top of the polarizer to
protect the top surface of an LCD with
charge-sensing on-cell touch; this is a
significant advantage over either chargesensing in-cell or voltage-sensing in-cell
touch.
• Existing color-filter fabs can readily be
modified to support manufacturing
charge-sensing on-cell touch screens.

CF Glass
Sensor
CS

The disadvantages of charge-sensing in-cell
and on-cell touch include the following:

•

•

•

•

•

Sensing
TFT

Switching
TFT

TFT Glass

• Because the capacitance values being

measured are very small (typically less
than 1 pF), charge-sensing touch is very
sensitive to electromagnetic interference.
It can be very difficult to make a chargesensing system work properly, especially
as the size of the LCD increases or with
noisy LCDs.
A significant amount of processing
power is required in the controller for a
charge-sensing touch system. The controller for on-cell charge sensing can be
very similar to that for standard projected
capacitive, while the controller for in-cell
charge sensing has more unique requirements due to the higher level of integration with the LCD.
The resolution that can be achieved with
charge sensing is typically lower than
can be achieved with either voltagesensing or light-sensing in-cell touch.
However, this is less significant with
on-cell touch because the touch screen
can only be activated by a finger (an
inherently low-resolution pointing device).
The conductive spacer electrodes used in
in-cell charge sensing can cause some loss
of aperture, which reduces efficiency.
Similarly, the ITO electrodes used in oncell charge sensing reduce the transmissivity of the LCD by a few percent,
which reduces efficiency.
The touch object in in-cell charge sensing can only be a finger, which in many
applications (e.g., mobile phones in Asia)
is a significant limitation.
In-cell charge sensing will not work with
a cover glass, so the LCD can easily be
damaged.

Gap
CS

Fig. 4: In the in-cell configuration for charge sensing, conductive column spacers for each
pixel or group of pixels are located on the underside of the color-filter substrate, and there is a
corresponding conductive electrode on the TFT-array substrate. Pressing the surface of the
display causes the capacitance between the electrodes to change. Source: LG Display.
• Pressing the surface of most LCDs causes

significant liquid-crystal pooling, which
is visually distracting. This is most evident when no cover glass is used (in-cell)
but the use of a thin cover glass (on-cell)
does not completely eliminate the problem.
• The maximum size of a charge-sensing
touch screen is limited by the resistive
and capacitive (RC) loading of the connecting traces. In-cell charge sensing is
also limited by the space required for the
traces. Currently, the practical size limit
is in the range of 22–24 in.
The only LCD manufacturer who has
announced actual available LCD products

using charge-sensing touch is AUO. Sizes
include 3.0 and 4.3 in.

Technology Comparison
Table 3 presents a comparison of the characteristics of the three in-cell touch technologies. The red-yellow-green ratings (worst,
middle, best) are relative within the three incell technologies, not within all touch technologies.

Opportunities
At least two areas of current research still hold
promise for in-cell touch technologies, as
follows:

Top polarizer
ITO (Y)

Touchscreen Layers
CF Glass

Insulator
ITO (X)

LCD

Liquid Crystal
TFT Glass

Color Filter
TFT Array

Fig. 5: In the on-cell configuration for charge-sensing, the capacitance of the human body to
ground causes a finger placed on top of the polarizer (top layer) to change the value of the
capacitance between the intersecting electrodes under the finger. Source: Walker and Fihn.
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• Applications such as tablet PCs that

benefit from multiple input capabilities
(e.g., touch and stylus) may drive solutions that combine multiple in-cell technologies, creating a hybrid technology.
• Recent developments in multi-color
subpixel structures may create some
interesting opportunities in light-sensing
in-cell solutions. An RGBW structure,
for example, could enable the phototransistor to be located in the white
subpixel, which would improve sensing
performance while reducing some of the
shadowing and power-consumption
problems.

Fundamental Issues
Previous sections have described the advantages and disadvantages of each of the three
technologies being used in in-cell and on-cell
touch. However, there are several higherlevel issues that affect the entire in-cell/
on-cell touch picture as follows:
• The sensor portion of in-cell touch is

almost certain to cost less in terms of

both manufacturing materials and process than conventionally applied touchscreen sensors. (The controller portion
may be comparable to that of conventional touch screens.) However, the cost
of modifying the backplane and/or frontplane of an existing LCD design to add
in-cell touch sensing is at least $1–2
million, due to masking. Given the very
large number of different LCDs that
exist, it is unlikely that an LCD manufacturer will make these modifications
throughout an entire product line. It is
more likely that only selected LCDs used
in high-volume products with a high
demand for touch will be modified for
in-cell touch. In other words, it seems
unlikely that in-cell touch is going to
become the standard for touch in all
LCDs.
• The lack of standards for the interface to
in-cell and on-cell touch functionality
could be a significant impediment to the
spread of the technology in the future. If
LCD manufacturers develop their own

Table 3: Some of the characteristics of the three technologies being used in
in-cell and on-cell touch appear in terms of best (green) to worst (red), with
yellow in the middle.
Characteristic

Light Sensing Voltage Sensing

Charge Sensing Charge Sensing
(In-cell)
(On-cell)

Size limit (in.)

20

26

22–24

22–24

Touch object

Finger, stylus,
light pen

Finger, stylus

Finger, stylus

Finger

Touch force

None

Some

Some

None

Medium

High

Low

Low

Cover glass

Yes

No

No

Yes

Durability

High with
cover glass

Low

Low

High with
over glass

True flush surface
(“zero bezel”)

Yes with
cover-glass

No

No

Yes with
cover glass

Transmissivity loss

Aperture

Aperture

Aperture

ITO

External EMI sensitivity

None

None

High

High

Internal EMI sensitivity

High

None

High

Medium

Ambient light sensitivity

High

None

None

None

Flexible substrate

Yes

No

No

Yes

Controller complexity

High

Low

Medium

Medium

Touch resolution
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unique interfaces to the touch function
(which seems to be the case thus far), it
will greatly limit the ability of device
OEMs to second-source LCDs with
in-cell or on-cell touch.
• There is no perfect touch technology;
each technology has advantages and disadvantages. This is the reason there are
so many different touch technologies. It
therefore seems unlikely that the three
in-cell/on-cell touch technologies are
going to dominate the touch industry
and completely eliminate all other
technologies.

Conclusions
Although in-cell touch has been eagerly
anticipated for more than 7 years, it still has
some distance to go to reach full commercialization. Light-sensing in-cell is probably the
furthest away because it has the most unresolved problems. Voltage-sensing in-cell
has potential, but there are no announced
LCDs or end-user products that incorporate it.
Charge-sensing in-cell and on-cell are the
closest to commercialization, with a few
announced LCDs that will probably ship in
mobile phones during 2010. The focus of
most of the LCD manufacturers working on
in-cell touch is now on mobile displays
because sizes larger than 10 in. have proven to
be quite difficult and there are no clearly identified high-volume touch applications.
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Projected-Capacitive Touch Technology
Projected-capacitive touch has grown extremely rapidly from obscurity in 2006 to the
number-two touch technology in 2009. This article examines all aspects of projectedcapacitive touch technology, delving into sensor, controller, and module details.

by Gary Barrett and Ryomei Omote

T

HE ADVENT of the iPhone has ushered
in a seismic change in the touch-screen business. Projected capacitive (pro-cap), the
touch technology used in the iPhone touch
screen, has become the first choice for many
small-to-medium (<10-in.) touch-equipped
products now in development. The technology is not just Apple-trendy but incorporates
some of the best characteristics of competing
touch technologies.
The three most important advantages of
pro-cap technology are as follows:
• High durability (long life)
• Excellent optical performance (high
transmissivity)
• Unlimited multi-touch (controllerdependent)
Pro-cap touch screens can be made entirely
of plain glass, allowing them to be immune to
most chemicals, operated in extreme temperatures, and sealed to meet the requirements for
most wash-down and explosive environments.
Pro-cap touch screens can also be made
entirely of plastic, allowing them to be virtually unbreakable and have the flexibility to be
contoured or bent. The sensing range of
pro-cap touch screens can be extended, allow-

ing them to be used with cotton or surgical
gloves. Pro-cap touch-screens have the capability of sensing as many fingers as can fit on
the screen.
The three major disadvantages of pro-cap
technology are as follows:
• Difficulty of integration (noise sensitivity)
• Finger-touch only (although this may be
changing)
• Relatively high cost (dropping rapidly)
Because they must sense changes in capacitance as small as a few femtofarads (10–15 F),
pro-cap touch screens are very sensitive to
electromagnetic interference (EMI). This
makes integration challenging, particularly
when the touch screen is bonded to an LCD,
and also makes screens larger than about
22 in. (diagonal) very difficult to build. Procap touch screens rely on human-body capacitance to cause a touch to be recognized, so
they currently require a human as the touch
object. Finally, a typical smartphone pro-cap
touch screen (3.5 in.) is currently about three
times more expensive than its analog-resistive
equivalent – although that difference could
drop by half in as little as 2 years.

How Capacitive Sensing Works
Gary Barrett is the Chief Technology Officer
at Touch International. He can be reached
at 512/832-8292 or gbarrett@touchintl.com.
Ryomei Omote is the General Manager of the
Sensor Module Engineering, Industrial Materials and Input Device Business Unit at
Nissha Printing. He can be contacted at
+81-75-823-5271 or r-omote@nissha.co.jp.

Capacitive sensing is a very old technology.
Mature readers may remember novel room
lamps that could be turned on by touching a
growing plant, and every reader has probably
used capacitive elevator buttons at least once
in his or her life. These primitive capacitivesensing applications typically used a solidstate timer (such as an NE555 integrated
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circuit, first available in 1971) that “clicked”
at a steady rate as determined by the time
constant of an external resistor-capacitor (RC)
network. A microcontroller was then programmed to monitor the clicks from the timer
and when the rate increased or decreased, it
would react. A wire (or piece of ivy, in the
case of the novel lamp) was routed to a touch
point and when a human touched it, additional
body capacitance was added to the RC
network which, in turn, altered the click rate
and caused a touch to be detected (see Fig. 1).
Now, over 30 years later, the same function is
typically accomplished by using a simple
capacitive switch IC.

Self-Capacitance
The type of pro-cap described above is called
“self-capacitance” because it is based on measuring the capacitance of a single electrode
with respect to ground. When a finger is near
the electrode, the human-body capacitance
changes the self-capacitance of the electrode.
In a self-capacitance touch screen, transparent conductors are patterned into spatially
separated electrodes in either a single layer or
two layers. When the electrodes are in a single layer, each electrode represents a different
touch coordinate pair and is connected individually to a controller. When the electrodes
are in two layers, they are usually arranged in
a layer of rows and a layer of columns; the
intersections of each row and column represent unique touch coordinate pairs. However,
self-capacitance touch-screen controllers do
not measure each intersection; they only
measure each row and column; i.e., each indi-

RC Network

NE555 Timer IC

Micro Controller

Ivy Network

Finger Adding
Capacitance to
Ground

Fig. 1: Capacitive sensing is a very old technology. This schematic shows how a 1970s-era
capacitive-sensing lamp could be turned on by touching a plant. It functioned by using body
capacity to change the click rate of a timer. Source: Barrett and Omote.
vidual electrode. This works well when only
a single finger is touching the screen. For
example, in Fig. 2, a single-finger touching
location X2,Y0 can be sensed accurately by
measuring all the X electrodes and then all the
Y electrodes in sequence.
Measuring individual electrodes rather than
electrode intersections is the source of one of
the major disadvantages of two-layer selfcapacitance touch screens – the inability to
unambiguously detect more than one touch.
As shown in Fig. 2, two fingers touching in
locations X2,Y0 and X1,Y3 produce four
reported touch points. However, this disadvantage does not eliminate the use of twofinger gestures with a self-capacitance touch
screen. The secret is in software – rather than
using the ambiguous locations of the reported
points, software can use the direction of
movement of the points. In this situation it
does not matter that four points resulted from
two touches; as long as pairs are moving away
from or toward each other (for example), a
zoom gesture can be recognized.

spatially separated electrodes in two layers,
usually arranged as rows and columns.
Because the intersections of each row and
column produce unique touch-coordinate
pairs, the controller in a mutual-capacitance
touch screen measures each intersection individually (see Fig. 3). This produces one of
the major advantages of mutual-capacitance
touch screens – the ability to sense a touch at
every electrode intersection on the screen.
Because both self-capacitance and mutualcapacitance rely on the transfer of charge

between human-body capacitance and either a
single electrode or a pair of electrodes, this
method of capacitive sensing is most commonly called “charge transfer.” Table 1
compares the key characteristics of selfcapacitance and mutual-capacitance as applied
in touch screens.

Scanning
Pro-cap touch screens are “scanned,” meaning
that each individual electrode or electrode
intersection is measured one-by-one in an
endless cycle. Self-capacitance touch screens
are scanned using a straightforward serial
method because every electrode is connected
individually to the controller. Mutual-capacitance touch screens, on the other hand, require
a more-complex scanning mechanism that
measures the capacitance at each row and
column intersection. In this type of scan,
often called “all points addressable,” the controller drives a single column (Y) and then
scans every row (X) that intersects with that
column, measuring the capacitance value at
each X-Y intersection. This process is
repeated for every column and then the entire
cycle starts over. This makes a mutual-capac-

Mutual Capacitance
The other more common type of pro-cap
today is “mutual capacitance,” which allows
an unlimited number of unambiguous touches,
produces higher resolution, is less sensitive to
EMI, and can be more efficient in its use of
sensor space. Mutual capacitance makes use
of the fact that most conductive objects are
able to hold a charge if they are very close
together. If another conductive object, such
as a finger, comes close to two conductive
objects, the charge field (capacitance) between
the two objects changes because the humanbody capacitance “steals” some of the charge.
In a mutual-capacitance touch screen, transparent conductors are always patterned into

Ghost Points
Fig. 2: When a self-capacitance touch screen is touched with two fingers that are diagonally
separated, a pair of “ghost points” are created because the controller only knows that two
columns and two rows have been touched; it cannot tell which coordinate pairs belong together
because it is only scanning individual electrodes, not electrode intersections. Source: Barrett
and Omote.
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for each of the layers. Also common are
touch screens that use one two-sided or two
one-sided ITO-coated sheets of glass.

Touch-Screen Conductors
Patterning ITO on glass with line widths of
20 µm and resistivity of 150 Ω/ is commonly
accomplished using photolithographic methods;
for example, using photoresist on an LCD fab.
When the substrate is PET, line widths are
typically 100–200 µm and patterning is
accomplished using screen-printing, photolithography, or laser ablation. Research is in progress
on fine-line patterning on PET with line widths
of 30–50 µm. When used, the third unpatterned LCD shield layer typically has a resistivity of 150–300 Ω/. Standard-width (not
narrow-border) signal lines at the edge of the
sensor are typically constructed of a molybdenum/aluminum/molybdenum combination.
Fig. 3: In a mutual-capacitance touch screen, every electrode intersection can be unambiguously identified as a touch point. Source: Barrett and Omote.
itance controller relatively complex with a
high processor load, but, in return, it supports
unlimited multi-touch. Scanning rates in
current pro-cap controllers range from
approximately 20 to 200 Hz; a typical smartphone touch screen may have nine columns
and 16 rows, for a total of 25 electrodes and
144 electrode intersections.
In both types of pro-cap touch screens, to
determine an exact touch location, the values
from multiple adjacent electrodes or electrode
intersections are used to interpolate the exact
touch coordinates. The results are extremely
precise and the resolution is usually at least
1024 × 1024 (10 bits). Scanning also has the
advantage of being free of coordinate drift. This
is possible because the rows and columns are
physically fixed and each measurement is made
in a small area. Without the issue of coordinate
drift, pro-cap touch screens do not have to be
calibrated by the end-user as long as the touch
screen is securely attached to the display.

Touch-Screen Construction
In the short time since the introduction of procap touch screens in iPhones, a myriad of construction methods have been developed. All
pro-cap touch-screen designs have two key
features in common: (1) the sensing mechanism is underneath the touch surface and (2)
there are no moving parts. The most common
18 Information Display 3/10

design incorporates the simple concept shown
in Fig. 4.
Some of the newest products under development use a single-sided design, where all of
the touch screen’s layers are on one side of a
single substrate. In this design, currently the
thinnest possible for pro-cap, all of the layers
are deposited by sputtering. There are innumerable variations on the basic design of the
two-layer pro-cap shown in Fig. 4. For
instance, micro-fine (10 µm) wires can be substituted for the sputtered ITO. Many mobile
phones and most current signature-capture
terminals use ITO on separate sheets of PET

Touch-Screen Conductor Patterns
ITO layers in pro-cap touch screens can be
etched in several different patterns, all of
which cost the same to manufacture, and it is
difficult to say that one pattern out-performs
another since touch-screen sensors and controller electronics are highly interrelated.
The pattern used in the original iPhone is
one of the simplest, consisting of 10 columns
of 1-mm-wide ITO spaced 5 mm apart on one
side of a sheet of glass and 15 rows of 5-mmhigh ITO with 37-µm deletions between them.
The space between the 10 columns is filled
with unconnected (floating) ITO in order to
maintain uniform optical appearance. This
design works well, but the geometry requires
substantial processing power to generate accurate coordinates.

Table 1: A comparison of the key characteristics of self-capacitance and
mutual-capacitance as applied in touch screens.
Characteristic

Self-Capacitance

Mutual Capacitance

Electrode types

Sensing only

Driving & sensing

Number of layers

1 or 2

2

Sensor design

Multi-pad or row & column

Any design with unique electrode
intersections; usually row & column

Scanning method

Each electrode individually

Each electrode intersection

Measurement

Capacitance of electrode to ground

Capacitance between electrodes

Ghost points

No in multi-pad; Yes in row &
column

No

The most common pattern is an interlocking
diamond that consists of squares on a 45º axis,
connected at two corners via a small bridge.
This pattern is typically applied in two layers –
one layer of horizontal diamond rows and one
layer of vertical diamond columns (see Fig. 5).
Each layer adheres to one side of two pieces
of glass or PET, which are then combined,
interlocking the diamond rows and columns.
The diamond size varies by manufacturer but
is in the range of 4–8 mm; almost all pro-cap
controllers work with the diamond pattern.

Transparent Thin-Film
Conductor (ITO)

Touch
Surface

Border Area
One of the most important cost drivers in
pro-cap touch-screen design is the border area.
Unlike conventional analog-resistive touch
screens, which have only four or five signal
lines, pro-cap touch screens often have 40 or
more connections because each row and
column must be connected to the controller
(or to an intermediate capacitive-to-digital
signal-processing chip). This can require a
significant border area around the touchscreen active area. Historically, connection
traces have been silk-screen printed 1 mm
wide with a 1-mm gap using silver inks.
The latest mobile phones always require a
narrow border. To achieve this, a technique
similar to that utilized for TFT-LCDs is used.
This technique requires the touch screen to be
sputtered and etched to add multiple layers of
thin films in the border area, which adds cost.
Fine-line silver printing with 50–100-µm lines
and gaps achieves a lower cost than the sputtering technique, but polyimide tails remain the
most common method of attaching to the lines,
which requires the material to protrude beyond
the edge of the substrate and is also expensive.
Cost can be reduced substantially if a device
does not require flush mounting and can allow
for a larger border area under the bezel.

Cover Lens and Touch Surface
Mobile-phone touch screens typically use a
plastic or glass “cover lens” that is laminated
to the touch screen. This allows product
designers to make the touch screen flush with
the top surface of the device housing (as in the
iPhone). The cover lens can be screen-printed
on the rear surface, in-mold decorated (IMD),
or, more commonly, a decorated film can be
laminated to the rear surface. The decoration
hides the touch-panel circuitry, incorporates a
logo, can have ruby coatings for a camera, and
can act as a diffuser for backlights. A glass

Thin-Film Separator
Fig. 4: The pro-cap design concept shows two transparent conductor layers separated by an
insulator, all under the touch surface. (Note that the transparent conductors are shown as solid
sheets when in fact they are actually patterned.) In some cases, an additional unpatterned ITO
layer is added at the bottom of the stack as a shield for LCD noise. Source: Barrett and Omote.
cover lens is typically 0.55, 0.75, or 1.1 mm
thick for mobile devices and up to 3 mm thick
for kiosk applications. The dielectric constant
of the cover lens and its thickness have a
direct bearing on the sensitivity of the pro-cap
touch screen – a thinner cover lens and/or a
higher dielectric constant results in better
performance. Plastic (PMMA) can be used in
place of glass; however, it has a lower dielectric constant and must be half the thickness of
glass to achieve the same performance.
When glass is used for the cover lens, some
designers choose to chemically strengthen it
to reduce the chance of breaking. Float glass
(soda-lime) or aluminum silicate are the most
commonly used types of glass. Chemically
strengthened float glass is half as likely to break

Layer-1
Diamond Rows

as plain float glass; chemically strengthened
aluminum silicate is less than one-third as likely
to break. Some cover-lens designs have become
extremely complex with multiple holes and
slots, rounded corners, and even bent edges.
All of these processes must be performed
before the glass is chemically strengthened.

Curved Substrates
As the industrial design of consumer products
has become a bigger factor in the purchasing
decision, curved substrates have become very
important. Pro-cap is one of the few touch
technologies that allows the sensor to be
curved. Two-dimensional surfaces are
straightforward to produce by sputtering ITO
on polycarbonate or some other film and then

Interlocking
Diamonds

Layer-2
Diamond Columns

Fig. 5: The diamond pro-cap sensor pattern is formed by two interlocking diamond-shaped
layers. Source: Barrett and Omote.
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putting the film into the cover-lens mold.
Three-dimensional (3-D) surfaces are more
challenging; one solution under development
uses a molded or flexible substrate and elastic
conductive material such as PEDOT.

Controller Designs
There are approximately 17 vendors selling
pro-cap controllers today, several of whom
offer both self-capacitance (one or two
touches) and mutual-capacitance (unlimited
multi-touch) types. Mutual capacitance is fast
becoming the standard because of the strong
market momentum toward multi-touch driven
by the Apple iPhone and Windows 7. Available pro-cap controllers range from dedicated
controllers that are specific to a particular
sensor size and row-column configuration, to
fully programmable microcontrollers with
advanced built-in gesture-recognition capabilities. Current controllers are limited to a
maximum sensor size of around 10 in. at best;
however, most controllers can be combined to
support larger sensors. At least one controller
supplier has announced that it is developing
single-chip controllers that can support sensors up to 17 in. Figure 6 illustrates a typical
controller implementation in a mobile phone.

Historically, pro-cap has always been
finger-touch only; it has supported only electrically tethered pens (which are highly desirable on signature-capture terminals!). This
has been a relatively significant shortcoming
of the technology, particularly with mobile
phones in Asia, where users often write Kanji
characters on their resistive-touch-screenequipped phones. In 2009, Atmel announced
its pro-cap controller’s ability to respond to a
conductive stylus; this resulted from the 3×
increase in signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio it was
able to achieve (from 25:1 to 80:1). The limitation is that the stylus tip diameter must be
2–3 mm, which is considerably larger than the
typical 0.8-mm PDA/smartphone stylus-tip
diameter. The market acceptance of this
stylus size is still to be determined.
Another attribute of pro-cap technology is that
the touch screen does not actually have to be
touched to be activated. The touch screen’s
level of sensitivity can be controlled by the
electronics. In most cases, software is designed
to require a physical touch to activate a function.
However, the sensitivity can be increased so
that the simple placement of a hand near the
touch screen (in the Z-axis) can be detected.
This is commonly called “proximity sensing.”

The selection of a controller vendor typically depends on two factors – performance
specifications and the maturity and sophistication of the customer. Some vendors are more
oriented toward proposing a total solution for
inexperienced customers (device OEMs),
which naturally results in less flexibility.
Some controller vendors work mainly with
sensor manufacturers, who, in turn, work with
the device OEMs. Other controller vendors
work mainly directly with the device OEMs.
The most important controller performance
specifications include power consumption,
scan speed, maximum number of touches,
capacitance-measurement sensitivity, and chip
size. The standard hardware interface for
mobile-phone controllers is I2C; the standard
interface for PC controllers is USB.

Controller Firmware
Controller firmware (especially algorithms) is
evolving very rapidly in the pro-cap touchscreen industry, much faster than sensor or
controller hardware.
Conventionally, touch controllers have generated only one X-Y coordinate pair. With
pro-cap, controllers must now be capable of
generating at least two pairs and often up to 10
or more pairs. In small-to-medium (<10-in.)
devices, the output format of the coordinate
data varies depending on the controller supplier. In large-area (>10-in.) devices, Windows 7
has now established a coordinate data-format
standard to which most controllers capable of
supporting large-area screens are expected to
adhere. Microsoft has also established a standard (part of the Windows 7 Touch Logo
specification) on the minimum number of
points per second per touch (50) that a multitouch controller must deliver.

Number of Touches

Fig. 6: Most pro-cap controller implementations are on the touch-screen tail, located close to
the sensor to minimize noise pickup. This photo shows an example of a touch-screen tail from a
mobile phone. The controller is a PSoC chip from Cypress Semiconductor. The 25 pins along
the lower edge of the tail connect to the sensor (nine columns plus two grounds in the middle;
16 rows split into two groups of eight on the left and right). The connector in the upper-left
corner of the tail connects to the phone’s main board. Source: Nissha Printing.
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How many touches are enough? On one
hand, some industry participants believe that
two touches on a mobile phone are enough;
tablets and netbooks/notebooks used in
gaming may require four touches and PCs
with 15-in. or larger screens may require 10
touches. Windows 7 supports up to 100
touches. The reality is that today, other than
multi-player games, there are very few applications that make use of more than two
touches. Other than observing that all humans
have 10 fingers, nobody seems to have any
clear concept of how real-world applications
will use that many touches.

On the other hand, it is clear that as the
border width gets ever smaller on mobile devices,
touch screens must reject the unwanted touches
caused by fingers holding the device (i.e.,
“grip suppression”). Apple’s patent application on the iPhone pro-cap touch screen1 says
that the controller is designed to support up to
15 touches for this purpose, consisting of “10
fingers, 2 palms, and 3 others.” Related to
this, many controllers are capable of sending
a message indicating when a large number of
locations are being activated at the same time.
On mobile phones, this attribute is often used
to determine that the phone is next to the face
or the device has been put away in a pocket,
signaling that all touches should be ignored.

Business Model
There are at least 36 suppliers in the pro-cap
touch-screen industry today. Table 2 below
lists some of the leading suppliers. Relatively
few of them are currently capable of supplying modules (integrated sensor and controller
assemblies); some examples include Cypress,
ELAN, Melfas, N-trig, Nissha, Synaptics,
Wacom, and Zytronic. The remainder of the
36 is split more or less evenly between sensor
and controller suppliers. Some of these have
ambitions to become module suppliers
because (theoretically) it is easier for module

Fig. 7: Smartphone pro-cap touch-screen modules manufactured by Nissha Printing consist of
a pro-cap sensor, a decorated cover lens laminated to the sensor and a controller mounted on
the FPC (flexible printed circuit) that makes up the touch-screen connector tail. Source: Nissha
Printing.
makers to support their complete product, and
the margin is higher. However, becoming a
module supplier can be challenging. It
requires a high level of expertise in EMI
engineering, the ability to modify the
firmware of any controller used in the module
(in order to achieve uniformity of input across
controllers), knowledge of and ability to support any OS with which the module is used,
and module manufacturing expertise. Figure
7 shows some representative modules manufactured by Nissha Printing.
Device OEMs today want more module
suppliers because that makes their job easier.
But this may be the case only for a few years.
If pro-cap touch becomes as popular as
analog-resistive touch, then the device OEMs
will probably want to buy the controller with
software themselves and buy the sensor separately. In other words, the market may evolve
into a more standardized commodity market.
This is of course worrisome to potential module suppliers.

forms, self-capacitance and mutual-capacitance; only the latter supports unlimited multitouch. Many different construction methods
are used, the most common one today is multiple sputtered layers on one side of a substrate. The most common pattern used for the
sensor’s transparent conductors is an interlocking diamond. Achieving narrow borders
contributes substantially to the cost of a procap touch screen. The design of a plastic or
glass cover lens has become an important part
of pro-cap touch screens used in mobile
devices. Pro-cap controller hardware and
firmware are evolving rapidly; the latest generation supports the use of a conductive stylus
with a 2–3-mm tip. While very few applications today make use of more than two
touches, mobile devices can make use of
additional touches in providing “grip suppression.” Some current pro-cap sensor and controller suppliers would like to become module
suppliers, but doing so requires a significant
investment in additional expertise.
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In the last 3 years, pro-cap has grown
extremely rapidly to become the number-two
touch technology. Pro-cap is used in two

Table 2: Each of the leading
suppliers in the pro-cap touch-screen
industry listed below has shipped
more than 1 million units.
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The State of the Touch-Screen Market in 2010
Touch screens are in widespread use, due to the intuitive interfaces they enable, which can
save time and increase productivity. Falling component prices have also spurred adoption,
with consumer products increasingly being designed around touch screens. Touch-screen
devices are also widely perceived as cool and fun.

by Jennifer Colegrove

O

NE OF THE DIFFERENCES between
the touch-screen market and the display
market is the relative degree of consolidation.
The display market has consolidated to the
point where the top 10 suppliers account for
over 90% of total display revenue, while the
touch-screen market, by comparison, is made
up of around 170 suppliers, with the top 10
accounting for less than 50% of the total
market revenue. In other words, the touchscreen market is highly fragmented.
There is also a significant geographic
difference between the touch-screen market
and the display market. The top 10 display
suppliers mentioned above are concentrated in
only three countries – Taiwan, Korea, and
Japan, while the 170+ touch-screen suppliers
are spread across more than a dozen countries
(see Fig. 1).
Historically, the touch industry has been
centered in Japan and the U.S., but over the
past several years there has been rapid growth
in Taiwan, China, and Korea.
Long used in industrial equipment, kiosks,
and other non-consumer products, touch
screens have rapidly been penetrating areas
such as mobile phones, portable navigation
devices, gaming, and other applications. Over
the next several years, touch screens will
undergo strong growth in large-size (>10-in.)
Jennifer Colegrove is Director of Display
Technologies at DisplaySearch. She can be
reached at jenny_colegrove@displaysearch.
com.

applications such as retail, ticketing, point of
information, and education/training.
Among the 20 touch-screen application
categories that DisplaySearch tracks, the
mobile-phone category is forecasted to be the

largest in terms of shipments and revenues
during 2009–2015. There were about 220
million touch screens shipped in mobilephone applications in 2008, which is a 16%
penetration rate. DisplaySearch forecasts that

1.8%

5.9%
8.8%
29.4%

Japan
Americas
Taiwan

11.8%

China
Korea
Europe
RoW

18.8%
23.5%

Fig. 1: The geographic distribution of touch-screen suppliers shows Japan with the highest
percentage. Source: DisplaySearch 2009 Touch Panel Market Analysis Report.
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Fig. 2: DisplaySearch divides touch into ten categories with 14 sub-technologies. Source: DisplaySearch 2009 Touch Panel Market Analysis.
The market for touch screens is relatively
small compared with the display market ($3.7
billion vs. $90 billion in 2009), but its growth
rate is much faster.

the penetration rate of touch in mobile phones
will reach nearly 40% by 2015. Other large
applications in terms of revenues are vertical
markets such as retail and point-of-sales
(POS), factory/industry automation, point-ofinformation (POI), and self-check-in, as well
as growing consumer markets for notebook
PCs and PMP/MP3 players.
There are over a dozen touch-screen technologies in use, and no single technology can
meet 100% of the requirements for every
application. As a result, there has been an
accelerated stream of innovations in touchscreen technologies in the last few years.
As shown in Fig. 2, DisplaySearch groups
touch technologies into ten categories: resistive
(both analog and digital), surface capacitive,
projected capacitive, infrared (traditional
infrared), optical imaging (camera-based),
acoustic wave {both surface-acoustic-wave
(SAW) and bending-wave [acoustic pulse
recognition (APR) and dispersive signal
technology (DST)]}, digitizer, in-cell, combination, and others.
One of the more interesting variables in the
touch industry is the number of suppliers for
each touch technology. There are over 60
companies supplying resistive touch screens,
over 30 companies supplying projected
capacitive, and over 20 companies supplying
surface capacitive.
A significant number of companies support
only a single touch technology, a smaller
number support two, and very few support
three or more, such as 3M and Elo TouchSystems/Tyco Electronics.

of projected-capacitive touch technology and
the widespread adoption of multi-touch capability is having profound effects on the consumer portion of the touch-screen market.
DisplaySearch forecasts that the unit shipments of touch modules (defined as the combination of a touch sensor and a controller)
will grow at a compound annual growth rate
(CAGR) of 17% to 1.4 billion units by 2015,
more than three times faster than the display
market (Fig. 3). Similarly, touch-module
revenues are expected to grow at a CAGR of
14% to $9 billion in 2015, which is over 10
times faster than the display market.

Market Outlook

Fig. 3: DisplaySearch’s worldwide touch-screen revenue forecast shows total revenues topping
$9 billion by 2015. Source: DisplaySearch 2009 Touch Panel Market Analysis Report.

The combination of the rapid popularization
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The touch-screen industry is a rapidly changing
industry, but not all of the touch-screen technologies have experienced the same degree of
innovation and change; the following sections
discuss the ones with the most significant changes.
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touch has grown very fast in the last few years
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since it was first popularized by Apple’s iPhone
and iPod Touch starting in 2007. Projected
capacitive is the first serious challenger to the
long-term dominance of analog resistive in the
touch-screen world. Not only have more
resistive touch-screen manufacturers moved to
produce projected capacitive, but projectedcapacitive technology has evolved to the use of
a single substrate (the ITO coating layers are
on one substrate). In recent years, film-based
projected capacitive made with micro-fine
wire has become available in very large sizes
of more than 100 in. At the Consumer Electronics Show in January 2010, there was an
astonishing range of products using projectedcapacitive touch screens. Projected capacitive
is now the number two touch-screen technology and, as such, is attracting large numbers
of new competitors into the market. (See the
Frontline Technology article, “ProjectiveCapacitive Touch Technology,” in this issue
for more details on the technology.)
Multi-Touch Resistive: Multi-touch resistive first appeared in the marketplace in shippable form in 2009. Although the technology
had been used in a commercial product (a music
controller from JazzMutant, now a division
of Stantum) since 2004, it only came into
prominence when projected capacitive became
significant. (For more on this product, see
“Developing the First Commercial Product
that Uses Multi-Touch Technology,” in the
December 2007 issue of Information Display.)
Multi-touch-resistive technology is created by
patterning indium tin oxide (ITO) transparent
conductors on PET film and/or glass. The
advantages of this modification of analog
resistive are that it supports multi-touch and is
significantly lower cost than projected capacitive; the disadvantages are all the same ones
as analog resistive (e.g., low durability and
poor optical performance). It remains to be
seen if the cost advantage of multi-touch
resistive will remain significant as the volume
of projected capacitive rockets upwards.
Optical Imaging: Optical-imaging touchscreen technology can be very cost-effective
in large sizes (>10 in.) because it requires
only two cameras and an infrared (IR) source.
Initial suppliers of optical-imaging touch technology included Canada-based SMART
Technologies and New-Zealand-based NextWindow. Along with multi-touch resistive,
projected capacitive, traditional infrared, and
SAW touch technologies, optical imaging is
aiming to ride the wave of Windows 7,
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Microsoft’s first operating system to support
multi-touch, launched in September 2009.
As optical imaging has taken off, more companies are entering the market. For example,
Taiwan-based Quanta has started manufacturing desktop and notebook PCs that include
optical-imaging touch. Quanta uses Pixart
Imaging as its touch-controller IC supplier;
Pixart Imaging licensed SMART Technologies’ DViT (Digital Vision Touch) technology
and related know-how in 2009.
In-Cell: In-cell touch has been a kind of
Holy Grail in the touch industry for the last
3 years – it just seems natural for touch to be
totally (and invisibly) integrated into the
displays. Research continued during 2009 on
in-cell in all three technology variations –
photo-sensor (also called light sensing),
sensor switch (also called voltage sensing),
and capacitive spacer (also called charge
sensing). One key milestone occurred in May
2009 when the first actual product using any
form of in-cell touch started shipping. The
product, a netbook from Sharp that sold only
in the Japanese market, used a 4-in. 854 ×
480-pixel LCD equipped with photo-sensor
in-cell touch in place of the conventional opaque
touchpad. AU Optronics Corp. (AUO) also
announced an in-cell touch-enabled display in
2009. LG Display recently announced it will
mass produce 13.3-in. capacitive in-cell by the
end of this year. In-cell touch is likely to
appear in several mobile phones in 2010.
(See the Frontline Technology article, “LCD
In-Cell Touch” in this issue.)
Surface Acoustic Wave: Surface acoustic
wave (SAW) has been one of the workhorses
of the touch industry for over 20 years. It has
been widely used in kiosks and other public
applications. Until 2009, it has always supported only single-touch. Elo TouchSystems
changed this when it announced in December
2009 the launch of IntelliTouch Plus, a twotouch implementation of SAW. (See this
issue’s Industry News for more information.)
This was particularly significant not only
because of the technical innovation that it represents, but because it allows SAW to compete with optical in the desktop space.
Multi-Touch: Multi-touch is defined as the
ability to support two or more simultaneous
touches. Although multi-touch was invented
many years ago, it remained an obscure
curiosity until Apple launched the iPhone in
2007. When Microsoft launched Windows 7
in 2009, multi-touch became a “must-have”

characteristic of many consumer touch
devices. It is worth pointing out that multitouch is generally not very significant in most
vertical applications. There just are not that
many situations where the user of a device
such as an ATM or airport check-in terminal
needs to touch more than one spot on the
screen at a time. Multi-touch is not a touch
technology in itself; it is a characteristic that
is supported by various touch technologies,
including projected capacitive, traditional
infrared, optical imaging, bending wave,
surface acoustic wave (recently), in-cell
touch, and, of course, multi-touch resistive.
It should be noted that just because a given
touch technology is capable of supporting
multi-touch, not every implementation will
expose multi-touch to the user. For example,
at the Consumer Electronics Show in January
2010, one vendor was demonstrating a touchcontrolled recipe reader intended for kitchen
use. When asked if it supported multi-touch,
the vendor said that there was no need for
multi-touch in the simple, straightforward user
interface and that projected capacitive was
used in the device because of its high durability and high optical performance.

Taiwanese Players Entering the Touch
Industry
In 2008, there were 37 touch-screen manufacturers in Taiwan, seven of which were pursuing projected capacitive, including J-Touch,
Young Fast Optoelectronics, Wintek, and
TPK Solutions. Recently, color-filter makers
(Cando and Sintek), equipment makers (Usan
Technology and Mirle Automation), and
driver-IC supplier Sitronix (which partnered
with France-based Stantum on multi-touch
resistive controllers) have all started to
explore the touch market.

Apple’s iPad: A New Wild Card?
In January, Steve Jobs announced that
Apple’s iPad will be available at the end of
March 2010. The iPad will have a 9.67-in.
LCD and projected-capacitive touch screen.
Apple’s iPhone had a big impact on the
mobile-phone business and on small-sized
projected-capacitive touch screens. How will
the iPad impact the mini-notebook/tablet PC
and medium-sized touch-screen markets?
Will it also stir a new round of “me-too”
followers to make similar devices? These
questions will be answered during the next
year or two. ■
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Touch Screens and Touch Surfaces are
Enriched by Haptic Force-Feedback
Tactile feedback can enable more effective use of touch screens, particularly in automotive
applications where driver distraction is a problem. The number of technologies used to
produce haptic effects continues to increase, providing many options and opportunities for
system designers.

by Bruce Banter

T

HE TERM HAPTICS comes from the
Greek word haptikos (from haptesthai, to
grasp or touch). For touch user interfaces, the
term typically refers to a tactile sensation or
force-feedback that users experience when
touching the surface. Conventional touch
screens do not provide the tactile sensation of
mechanical buttons and knobs, resulting in a
less satisfying experience. Haptics technology can reproduce the same feel or tactile
sensation as mechanical buttons and knobs
or generate new sensations not previously
possible. Tactile sensation can be more
emotional and personal than sight or sound
and can therefore enrich the user experience
and perception of the interaction.
Haptics have been utilized in automotive
applications for some time in rotary controls
with joystick types of motion. Conventional
rotary knobs are limited with fixed detents
(“bumps”) and degrees of rotation (endstops). BMW’s iDrive, launched in 2001, was
the first haptic interface that provided different feelings (feedback) for different functions
with one control. The device operated with
Bruce Banter is Chief Engineer at Tech-D-P.
He has been active in developing HMI controls for more than 20 years and was previously Chief Engineer at Methode Electronics,
Lear, and TRW. He can be contacted at
248/763-7838 or bruce.banter@techdp.net.

rotary and four-axis joystick motions to control the functions on the display. The concept
has evolved into the COMAND controller in
the Mercedes S-Class, the Multi Media Interface (MMI) in most Audi models, and the Remote
Touch controller in several Lexus models. Some
automotive OEMs believe that these types of
rotary/joystick inputs are similar to computer
mouse controls and provide more intuitive and
comfortable operation than touch screens.
Haptics was presented as a key enabler for
touch user interfaces in the article “TactileFeedback Solutions for an Enhanced User
Experience” in the October 2009 issue of
Information Display.1 This article expands on
the information in that piece and presents some
new information on additional haptic technologies and the use of haptic force-feedback
in automotive touch-screen applications.

Touch Screens and Touch Surfaces
Touch screens and surfaces are increasingly
replacing the conventional mechanical buttons
and knobs in automotive controls because of
their ability to provide a reconfigurable user
interface (UI) that blends with the vehicle’s
theme or styling while improving cost and
reliability. Automotive UIs have been changing to meet customer expectations for better
interaction. The proliferation of portable
devices in vehicles is also driving the need to
reduce driver distraction and keep attention on
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the road. Touch screens are enabling the
customization and adaptability of the UI for
improved presentation of information and user
inputs. The main disadvantages of touch
screens have been fingerprints on the screen
and the lack of tactile feedback.
Haptics are being utilized to provide unique
information to automotive users. Sliding
motion inputs such as radio volume or fan
speed can be enhanced by increasing the rate
and intensity of feedback as the finger moves
across the surface to correspond to the loudness of the radio or speed of the fan. Users
are able to learn and identify features coded
with unique haptic effects. The muscle memory of haptic effects can easily be recognized
and quickly understood even without confirmation of sight and sound feedback.
The type and size of information displays
impact the need for touch screens and haptics.
Automotive OEMs initially began using
smaller LCDs and OLED displays for cluster,
radio and climate controls without touch interaction. Over time, the “center-stack” area has
evolved into a major control, navigation, and
communication hub with display sizes continuing to increase, providing increased room for
user interaction. Eight-inch LCDs are becoming common in automobiles today. Adaptive
and reconfigurable UIs are required to provide
an increasing amount of information to the
driver and passengers. Multiple screens are

Adding Haptics
Optimal UI experiences employ the senses of
sight, sound, and touch. The move from
mechanical buttons and knobs to touch screens
and surfaces can result in the loss of tactile
feedback. Users have been programmed to
expect tactile confirmation of inputs with
mechanical switches. Studies have shown
increased input speed, increased accuracy,
and less frustration when haptic feedback is
part of the UI.2 Some current automotive
applications of touch screens and surfaces
utilize only sight and sound because they are
the easiest to implement. Several user clinics
and studies have been conducted by automotive OEMs to understand user preferences,
and they indicate that users prefer the combination of tactile force-feedback and sound.3
The type of haptic effect can vary in complexity from simple vibrations to multifaceted
effects driven by complex mathematical
models (see Fig. 1). Simple rumble vibrations
have been used in mobile phones for several
years, but they are evolving to more intricate
effects. High-fidelity force-feedback has been
shown to produce a more authentic response
and engaging user experience. The new
gesture-rich user interfaces that are beginning
to appear in consumer products will undoubtedly require high-fidelity feedback.
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being utilized to present different types of
information. Touch screens, proximity sensing, and haptics are key parts of providing
unique experiences for each screen.
The trend of vehicle-interior styling is
toward organic and flowing lines. The centerstack area is being blended into the instrument
panel and the center console, creating complex surfaces that leave little room for flat
glass panels. Molded surfaces are the trend
with decorative finishes. Projected-capacitive
touch screens (one of the few touch technologies that can be applied to a curved surface)
are being developed for several applications to
match the trend. Applying touch, haptics, and
motion to a complex surface is challenging,
and haptic design considerations must be
incorporated during the initial stages of the
vehicle-interior design.

Fig. 1: The spectrum of haptic feedback ranges from simple vibrations to complex multifaceted
events, with the latter being perceived as a more authentic representation of the original tactile
feedback it is designed to replicate. Source: Immersion Corp.

the surface with either a prime mover or magnetic or electrostatic attractive forces. Control
of the movement is accomplished by varying
the amplitude, frequency and duration of the
driving current or voltage. The seven methods currently being utilized to produce haptic
effects are shown in Table 1.
The following paragraphs discuss each of
these seven methods. (See the aforementioned October article for additional details on
inertial, piezo, and surface actuation).

Inertial Actuation
Eccentric rotating mass (ERM) inertial actuators have been used as vibrators in mobilephone applications for many years and they
are starting to be used to produce haptic touch

screens. Immersion Corp. has long been a
leader in this technology, offering its TS2000
software development kit (SDK) and associated design support.

Piezo Actuation
Piezo actuation is generated by piezo-ceramic
elements that deform with applied voltage.
The piezo elements are applied to the touch
surface, and haptic effects are created by the
flexing motion of the elements against another
surface. SMK is a leading supplier of resistive touch screens; it has been including piezo
force-feedback as an option in its resistive
touch screens for a number of years. SMK’s
first automotive haptic touch screen was introduced with “PulseTouch” in 2004 in Alpine’s

Table 1: Inertial actuation and Capacitive Electrosensory Interface
(CEI) are but two of the seven methods currently being used to produce haptic
feedback.
Haptic Method

Description

Inertial Actuation

Shaking the surface or the entire device with oscillating
rotary or linear-mass actuators

Piezo Actuation

Flexing the surface with piezo disks or strips

Surface Actuation

Moving the surface with electrostatic attraction

Lateral Actuation

Moving the surface laterally with electromagnetic actuators

Electro-Active Polymer Actuation

Moving the surface by contraction and expansion

Producing Haptic Effects

Bending Wave

Moving the surface with piezoelectric sensors

Most haptic effects are produced by stimulating the nerve receptors in the finger by motion
of the touch surface or vibration of the skin.
Movement is generated by pushing or pulling

Capacitive Electrosensory
Interface (CEI)

Generating electrostatic pressure and stimulation in
finger nerve-endings through the application of an electric
field
Information Display 3/10
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IVA-D300 aftermarket audio head unit.
Development has continued with several automotive OEM applications currently in progress.
SMK’s piezo-ceramic actuators are a
proprietary material that can be applied in a
thickness of 1 mm to resistive film–glass or
glass–glass touch screens. Accelerations of
2G can be created with high bandwidth to
accomplish high-fidelity effects. SMK has
worked with Immersion to provide 25 haptic
effects that can be embedded in applications.
Their latest generation of products includes a
gesture-recognition touch screen with twofinger multi-touch that changes the haptic
feedback according to the pressure applied.
The change in resistance triggers the change
in the haptic effect. Projected-capacitive
touch screens that incorporate SMK’s piezo
actuation are also under development.

Surface Actuation
Surface actuation, developed by Pacinian
Corp., is a technology that shows great
promise. The October Information Display
article explains the operating principle in
more detail, but the basic premise is electroattractive force between two surfaces with a
charge differential. System response time is
fast from 0 to 500 Hz. The actuation mecha-

nism can be incorporated into the touchscreen components without the need for a
separate actuator, which results in a very thin
profile. High reliability has been demonstrated with more than 200 million actuations
achieved during testing. Pacinian offers hardware and software development support.

Lateral Actuation
Lateral actuation is accomplished by electromechanical actuators that move the touch surface in a lateral direction to produce the haptic
effect. The small lateral motion (0.2–0.3 mm)
stretches the skin of the finger and the tactile
receptors. Immersion has developed this technology and provides implementation support
with mechanical, hardware, and software
design. It has been very active in characterizing and replicating various tactile feelings into
haptic effects. An SDK is available to implement an embedded control design and
customize haptic effects.
The motion of the touch surface is controlled by the actuator flex frame or by a
separate sliding or flexure mechanism with
the actuators providing the only force. Multiple actuators can be used to move more mass.
Haptic touch screens of 30 in. have been
successfully developed. Accelerations of

Housing
Lateral actuator (1 of 4)
Sliding mechanism
LCD
Backlighting LEDs
Actuator
controller
Resistive
touch screen
Capacitive
touch-sensor
flex-circuit
Lateral motion
stretches skin

Inner bezel
Outer bezel

Fig. 2: Immersion’s A110 Touch Sense Actuators (upper left), manufactured by Johnson
Electric, provide lateral movement of touch surfaces. Lateral (side-to-side) movement of the
touch surface stretches the skin and stimulates the nerve receptors to produce tactile sensations
(lower left). An exploded diagram of a typical automotive LCD assembly (right) illustrates the
combination of a lateral haptic feedback mechanism behind the LCD, a resistive touch-screen
on top of the LCD, and capacitive-sensing backlit buttons surrounding the LCD. Source:
Immersion Corp.
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several Gs can be produced to generate highfidelity haptic effects. Immersion’s A110
actuators (Fig. 2) have been tested to automotive-grade requirements and have completed 1 million test cycles.4 This technology
has become the benchmark for haptic touch
screens, particularly with regard to the fidelity
and strength of effects and the maturity of
support and capability data.

Electro-Active Polymer Actuation
Electro-active polymer actuation (EPAM)
creates motion by applying a charge to electrodes separated by a dielectric polymer film
to create an attraction force that causes the
polymer film to contract in thickness and
expand in area. The motion is directed in
the desired axes by attaching frames and
materials. This technology, developed and
licensed by Artificial Muscle, is available in
several types of actuators; the company’s
Z-Mode and Reflex HIC actuators are used
for touch-screen applications. The Reflex
actuator’s output is claimed to be directly
proportional to the input signal, providing fast
response time and the ability to reproduce
almost any waveform.

Bending-Wave Actuation
UK-based NXT has adapted its bending-wave
technology that was originally developed for
loudspeakers to produce both touch-point
location and haptic effects (but not simultaneously) in touch screens.5 In the former case,
NXT licenses its bending-wave technology to
3M Touch Systems for its Dispersive Signal
Technology (DST) touch screens; these use
piezoelectric sensors at each corner of the
screen to convert the mechanical energy from
the bending waves produced by a touch into
electric signals that are used to calculate the
location of the touch point. In the latter case,
the same bending-wave technology is licensed
to Nissha Printing for use in high-fidelity
haptic touch screens. A wide variation of
tactile sensations can be produced as a result
of the wide bandwidth provided by the system;
it can even be extended into the audio range to
allow the touch screen to also provide audio
feedback. Most haptic effects are produced
below 500 Hz; localized feedback is possible
with different effects in different locations.

Capacitive Electrosensory Interface
Capacitive Electrosensory Interface (CEI) or
E-Sense is yet another type of haptic technol-

ogy that was developed by Sweden-based
Senseg.6 Instead of moving the touch surface,
this technology generates electrostatic pressure in the skin of the finger by establishing a
charge differential that creates a Coulomb
force between the E-sense layer integrated
into the touch surface and the finger tissues.
The force is modulated in frequencies where
the human vibration perception is most sensitive; the oscillating force causes the skin to
vibrate and the nerve endings interpret this as
touch sensation. Electric-field strengths are
below the insulation breakdown so there is no
electric arc between the finger and the touch
screen. The finger does not have to actually
be touching the surface to generate the force.
Different areas of the touch screen or surface
can be controlled individually to generate
small tactile areas that Senseg calls “tixels.”
The sensations are best felt with light touches
or swiping gestures. Virtual surface textures
can be created on the touch surface in areas
being touched. Senseg provides design and
component support for integration of the technology.

Visteon: Contributing to Haptics User
Research
Visteon Corp. is a major supplier of automotive UI controls (as shown by the example
in Fig. 3) and has been a leader in developing
touch controls with haptic feedback. The
company has developed several touch-screen
products that include haptic feedback to
identify and solve challenges in implementing
the technology and gain user insight. Dr.
Michael Tschirhart has been leading the company’s user research efforts to gain richer
insight into the consumer’s perception of
haptic technology. In an interview with the
author, Dr. Tschirhart said, “This research
helps Visteon discover factors that determine
the attributes that individuals perceive when
using haptics. These findings [many of which
are as yet undisclosed] are used to guide the
development of haptic solutions that can be
tailored to meet the desired objectives of car
makers.”

When Will Haptics Take Off?
Haptics has gained acceptance in mobile
phones but has been slow to take off in touch
screens for other applications. Many companies are evaluating haptic implementations
and weighing the risk and cost of adding the
feature. What are the costs and design

Fig. 3: A haptic touch screen shown by Visteon at the Consumer Electronics Show in January
2010 shows an automotive “infotainment” panel demonstrating the implementation of an 8-in.
multifunction touch screen as part of an integrated control panel housed within the organic and
flowing lines of a modern center-stack. Source: Visteon.
challenges to add the additional hardware and
software and will consumers see value in the
feature? Adding motion to most assemblies
requires new or significant re-design. Will
some combination of light and sound feedback be sufficient to satisfy consumers? The
research seems to indicate that consumers
prefer tactile feedback once they are aware of
the possibility. How reliable are the technologies? The supporting reliability data is growing, but many of the technologies are very
new. Mechanical buttons and knobs have
functioned well and are well-understood from
a cost point of view, so why replace them?
The iPhone triggered the migration to touch
screens and away from the fixed UI of

mechanical buttons. OEMs are waiting or
proceeding cautiously to see if the costs and
risks of implementing haptic technologies can
be justified.
Automotive products have much longer
development cycles than consumer electronics
and industrial controls, but automotive OEMs
have awakened to the benefits of integrating
the latest consumer-electronics technology
into their vehicles. They understand that
consumers want to interact with their vehicles
the same way they do with their electronic
devices. Several OEMs are studying haptic
touch screens for user interactions and preference. The first major applications will be in
2012-model vehicles.
Information Display 3/10
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Conclusions
Time will tell which haptic technologies
provide the best value and the most consumer
acceptance. Each technology has advantages
and challenges but the application will dictate
the best fit. Haptics should grow in acceptance as consumers begin to experience the
advantages. The main key will be to use
haptics not just to replace the feel of mechanical buttons but to create new holistic and
engaging user interfaces. Developers will be
able to move in creative directions that are not
possible with touch screens alone or mechanical buttons. Implementation costs will decline
as volume provides economy of scale and
new, more cost-effective methods and components are developed. Haptics is truly an
enabler of touch screens and the futures of
both these technologies are intertwined.
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Beneath the Surface
Surface computing is about integrating the physical world and the virtual world through the
use of vision-based touch. While Microsoft’s Surface product is the best-known implementation of surface computing, it is far from the only one. Expanding university research on touch
continues to make use of vision-based touch as a foundation, which in turn will help move
surface computing toward full commercialization.

by Geoff Walker and Mark Fihn

T

HE TERM “surface computing” (sometimes called “tabletop computing”) describes
a specialized computer graphical user interface (GUI) in which (1) the keyboard and mouse
are completely replaced by a touch-sensitive
display and (2) users interact with common
and intuitive objects rather than conventional
GUI elements such as windows, icons, and
drop-down menus. The goal of surface computing is to integrate the physical world and
the virtual (digital) world more closely so that
digital information becomes immediately and
easily available when users interact with a
physical object or an environment.

ately displays a comparison of the two
phones’ features, specifications, and pricing.
The user can then interact with the information using his hands to explore details or
modify the way the phones are compared.
Another example involves placing a digital
camera on the display surface and having the
photos in the camera automatically copied to
the display, where the user can interact with
them using multi-touch finger-gestures such
as flicks, pinches, rotations, etc. The photos
can be transferred to a mobile phone simply
by placing the phone on the display surface
and dragging the photos over to it.

Conceptual Examples

History

One example of surface computing is a horizontal touch display that has been used on a
trial basis in retail mobile-phone stores. The
user/prospect places two physical phones on
the display’s surface. The software driving
the display identifies the phones and immedi-

Around the mid-1990s, a variety of companies
and institutions began conducting research on
surface computing, including Alias|Wavefront,
Microsoft, MIT Media Lab, Mitsubishi
Electric Research Labs (MERL), New York
University, Sony Computer Science Labs, the
University of Toronto, and Xerox PARC.1,2
MERL’s announcement of the DiamondTouch
interactive table in 2001 heralded one of
the first commercially available surfacecomputing products, but it was viewed as a
research curiosity and was not fully commercialized. Microsoft’s hype-filled announcement of the Surface product in May 2007
caught the public’s attention in a big way.
The widespread publicity that Microsoft’s
announcement received caused the Surface
product to become synonymous with surface

Geoff Walker is the Marketing Evangelist &
Industry Guru at NextWindow, the leading
supplier of optical touch screens. He can be
reached at 408/506-7556 or gwalker@
nextwindow.com. Mark Fihn is publisher of
the Veritas et Visus newsletters, focused on
the technologies and markets related to flexible
displays, display-related standards and regulations, 3-D displays, high-performance displays,
and touch screens. He can be reached at
254/791-0603 or mark@veritasetvisus.com.
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computing. However, innovations related to
surface computing are not unique to
Microsoft, and there are numerous other
efforts enabling the technology.

Technology
As with all touch-screen technologies, there
are two interrelated components – the display
device and the touch-sensing device. On the
display side, surface computing can work with
any type of display, including flat panel, rear
projection, and front projection. On the touch
side, the choices are more limited. While
some early implementations such as
DiamondTable used capacitive sensing,
essentially all current implementations of
surface computing use infrared (IR) visionbased sensing; this requires one or more IR
imaging cameras to be positioned so that an
image of the entire screen can be captured.
This means that today all surface computers
use either rear or front projection, which eliminates true “tabletop” use – unless the surface
computer is itself a table, like Microsoft
Surface (illustrated in Fig. 1).

IR Light Source
There are currently three methods of supplying the IR light that is received by the visionbased camera in surface computing. These
methods, Diffused Illumination (DI),
Frustrated Total Internal Reflection (FTIR),
and Diffused Surface Illumination (DSI), are
explained in the following paragraphs.

• DI: Diffused Illumination can be used

with either front- or rear-illumination
systems. Rear DI (used in Microsoft
Surface) utilizes infrared light projected
on the screen from below the touch surface. A diffuser is placed on the top or
the bottom of the touch surface. When
an object touches the surface, it reflects
more light than the diffuser (or objects in
the background), and the extra light is
sensed by a camera. Depending on the
diffuser, this method can also detect hover
above the screen and can identify objects
placed on the surface. In the case of front
DI, infrared light is projected on the screen
from above the touch surface, such that a
shadow is created when an object
touches the diffused surface and can then
be similarly recognized by a camera.
• FTIR: Popularized in the touch-screen
world by Jeff Han when he was at NYU
(he’s currently the Founder and CEO
at Perceptive Pixel), the concept of
Frustrated Total Internal Reflection is a
physical condition related to differences
in the refractive indexes of adjacent
materials. When light passes from one
material to another with a higher refractive index at an angle of incidence
greater than the specific angle (described
by Snell’s Law), then no refraction
occurs in the material, and light is
reflected. This method traps infrared
light in an acrylic overlay, which is
frustrated (scattered) at the point of a
touch; the scattered light is then recognized by camera-based imaging. Figure
2 illustrates the concept.
• DSI: Diffused Surface Illumination uses
a special acrylic to distribute the IR
evenly across the surface. This method
relies on small particles inside the acrylic,
which function like tiny mirrors. When
IR light is injected into the edges of the
acrylic (as in FTIR), the particles redirect
the light to the surface and spread it
evenly. When a user touches the surface,
the light is scattered and seen by the
vision-based camera as a blob of IR light.

Significance
Vision-based touch systems have not yet
achieved any substantial commercial penetration. The technology is in a state somewhat
similar to that of projected capacitive (“procap”) in the early-to-mid 2000s – it’s a niche

technology waiting for a breakthrough. In the
case of pro-cap, the breakthrough was Apple’s
decision to use it in the iPhone; that decision
had an immense effect not only on the technology, but also on the entire touch industry.
The authors believe that vision-based touch
has even more potential to change the world
than pro-cap. The latter is, after all, simply a
substitute for a mouse and keyboard in interacting with the standard GUIs running on the
iPhone OS and Windows. Interaction with
computers has not been changed in any fundamental way by pro-cap touch screens; it’s just
been made simpler and more fun, especially
on small mobile devices. In contrast, surface
computing at its core is an attempt to totally
change the way people interact with computers. Putting a digital camera down on an
interactive surface, having the photos it contains spill out onto the surface, interacting
with the digital photos on screen through
multi-touch gestures, and sharing the photos
with several other people in a tabletop envi-

ronment is very different than tapping icons
and selecting menu items on an iPhone.
There is one other characteristic of visionbased touch systems that’s significant, and
that is the fact that they can be assembled
from inexpensive standard parts and opensource software.4 No other multi-touchcapable touch technology can be obtained in
this way. As a result, the majority of touch
research being conducted in university
research labs uses vision-based touch as its
foundation. This means that there is an
expanding body of work being developed on
vision-based touch along with steadily
increasing knowledge and understanding of
the technology; this increases the probability
of a breakthrough that will drive the technology toward full commercialization.
Hardware and software developers remain
excited about viable commercial uses of
surface computing and continue to innovate.
A few data points on progress in this area
include the following:

Fig. 1: Schematic format of Microsoft’s Surface computer product. The components numbered
in blue are as follows: (1) acrylic tabletop touch surface with a diffuser; (2) 850-nm infrared
light source directed at the underside of the touch surface; (3) infrared camera (one of four with
a combined total resolution of 1280 × 960 pixels); (4) Texas Instruments’ DLP projector
running at 1024 × 768 pixels; (5) desktop computer running a customized version of Microsoft
Vista. Source: Microsoft.
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Total Internal
Reflection
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Scattered Light

Projector
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Fig. 2: This figure illustrates how FTIR can be used to sense touch. A rear-projection screen
(diffuser) is attached with a small air gap to the underside of a sheet of acrylic. Infrared LEDs
inject light into the polished edge of the acrylic; TIR causes the light to remain trapped
within the sheet. A baffle blocks light with a higher angle of incidence near the edge of
the acrylic. When a finger touches the surface of the acrylic, it “frustrates” TIR and causes
light to scatter out through the acrylic towards a vision-based camera equipped with an IR
bandpass filter. Source: Media Research Laboratory, New York University.3

table, mentioned earlier in this article,
has been licensed exclusively by startup
Circle Twelve, Inc., which is marketing
it as a collaboration tool. The DiamondTouch table enables multiple simultaneous inputs such that each user can be
separately identified. The technology
uses front projection and capacitive
sensing.
• SMART Technologies offers a visionbased direct-touch technology, which is
commercially available and widely used
in education and collaboration applications. SMART offers touch tables and
rear-projection interactive whiteboards
that incorporate the technology.
• GestureTek markets a multi-touch table
in sizes from 30 to 55 in.; installed applications include wayfinding and entertainment. GestureTek holds the world’s
record for the largest surface-computing
table at 6 m long (located at the Eureka
Tower in Melbourne, Australia).
• Microsoft has expanded the concept of
surface computing to go beyond just
tabletop applications, demonstrating
ideas related to spherical surfaces (both
34 Information Display 3/10
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editorial
continued from page 2
As you will read in this issue, the field is
awash in both somewhat whimsical work such
as Surface Computing, as examined in the
Enabling Technology article, “Beneath the
Surface” by Geoff Walker and Mark Fihn, as
well as in more practical challenges, including
the actual emulation of a physical control
mechanism, which author Bruce Banter
describes in the Enabling Technology piece,
“Touch Screens and Touch Surfaces Are
Enriched by Haptic Force-Feedback.”
One of the more fundamental ambitions of
touch inventors is the complete integration of
touch and displays. By complete I mean the
display and touch mechanism being all one
physical component, the essential elements
being indistinguishable from each other to the
user or system designer. In what seems like
the distant past, when others and myself
worked on doing this with CRTs, we experimented with using layers of the anti-reflective
coating on the face of the CRT to also serve as
a capacitive touch sensor. It worked, but then
LCDs took over the world (more or less), and
we moved on to other more commercially
viable endeavors. The touch people never
forgot this concept, however, and numerous
groups continued to experiment with schemes
to integrate touch mechanically, optically, and
electrically into LCDs. You may have seen
these demos at SID over the last 10 years,
some working better than others. Within the
past year, this work has finally resulted in
commercial success. Now a possible new
paradigm of product designs is about to emerge
in which the bezels can be even thin-ner and the
touch screen is the display. The current and
future state of this work is ably described by
Geoff Walker and Mark Fihn in their Frontline
Technology article “LCD In-Cell Touch.” Do
not miss this article – in-cell is coming for real.
If you are not already familiar with the richness that well-engineered touch interfaces can
bring to a product, take a look at author Mark
Hamblin’s article titled “Taking Touch to
New Frontiers: Why It Makes Sense and How
to Make It Happen.” Here, Mark explains the
ins and outs of user interfaces enabled by
touch. Among his past experiences, Hamblin
was part of the core multi-touch engineering
team at Apple, where he led the design and
process development of the touch screen in
the original iPhone and subsequent touch
products.
I cannot begin to address all the other
nuggets of innovation going on in the touch

world or even the rest of the nuggets in this
issue, but in case you think I’m getting too
effusive over this topic, I invite you to read
our Display Marketplace article on “The State
of the Touch-Screen Market in 2010” by
Display Search’s Jennifer Colegrove. She
now measures the total market in the midbillions of dollars, with a growth rate that other
display market segments are very envi-ous of.
In units, the numbers are staggering, while the
number of different suppliers con-tinues to be
very large (over 100). There has been only
limited consolidation during the last few years,
with more evidence than ever that no one
technology or supplier can supply solutions
for all the applications out there. Touch is one
of those elusive technologies where so far the
one penultimate embodiment has not yet
emerged and may never. With so many
unique and diverse approaches, the solution
space is almost as broad as the supply base of
commercial offerings. For me, this is actually
refreshing and I enjoy seeing so many entrepreneurial efforts succeeding alongside each other.
I am extremely grateful for the limitless
hard work and enthusiasm our guest editor
Geoff Walker brought to this issue. As one of
the leading innovators himself, Geoff truly
shows his passion for the industry wherever
he goes. I hope you enjoy this issue. We
continue to welcome your comments and
feedback on all that we do at ID.

Correction to Poly-Si Article
We’re always pleased when we get reader
feedback, and when an error is spotted, we’re
eager to set the record straight. I n this case,
we were alerted to some inaccuracies in our
Enabling Technology Article titled “An LTPS
Overview” published in the December issue.
In particular, we were reminded that:
• (1) Low-temperature polysilicon (LTPS)
has an higher electronic mobility than
amorphous Silicon (a-Si), but an higher
hole mobility as well.
• (2) Amorphous-silicon (a-Si) does not
contain any crystalline structures.
Rather, it has a randomized structure of
the silicon lattice. Poly-Si consists of a
polycrystalline phase – many small crystallites, but with randomized orientation.
• (3) While LCD manufacturers are not
generally integrating drivers with a-Si
today, Sarnoff labs did develop a process
for a-Si driver integration in the past – it
is possible to achieve this.

You can read a corrected version of this
article on-line at www.informationdisplay.org.
For a more complete explanation of the
various types of semiconductor materials
being used for active-matrix switches in LCDs
and OLEDs, we invite you to review “Flexible
Transistor Arrays,” by Peter Smith, David
Allee, Curt Moyer, and Douglas Loy, in the
June 2005 issue of Information Display. ■
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Taking Touch to New Frontiers: Why It
Makes Sense and How to Make It Happen
Touch interfaces are appearing in everything from consumer devices to industrial equipment,
not because touch is “in fashion,” but because it provides a truly better form of human-device
interaction. This article examines the advantages of gesture-based touch interfaces and the
key steps to building a device with a great touch experience.

by Mark Hamblin

T

OUCH INTERFACES are far more than
“fashionable” features used as a selling point
for consumers. They are truly a more
intuitive form of human-device interface,
compared to many alternatives. While the
keyboard and mouse still have their place with
the PC, touch interfaces can spread more
pervasively into entirely new applications by
replacing simple, “low-tech” interfaces such
as buttons, dials, and even paper.
Examples include the electromechanical
interface found on a washing-machine dial,
the button/menu based interface on some
medical equipment, and even the non-interactive paper-based interface of a restaurant
menu, all of which may someday be replaced
by a well-designed, well-implemented touch
interface. There are five reasons why this
could happen, as follows:

• Touch enables convergence of other

functions into a device.

Simplified Interface
A well-implemented touch interface can be
much simpler to use than a conventional
mechanical or button-based interface because
it can show the user only those controls that

are relevant to a particular operation, while all
the controls in a conventional interface are
always present. This characteristic also
makes it easy to expand the interface’s
functionality because additional functions can
remain hidden until they are needed. A touch
interface can also be implemented as a
sequential guide to help a user easily get

• Touch can simplify interaction with a

device.
• Gesture-based touch interfaces are more

intuitive.
• Touch provides for more accessible

interfaces.
• Touch helps “futureproof” a device.

Mark Hamblin is the Founder of Touch
Revolution, Inc., a touch systems manufacturer based in San Francisco that he founded
in 2008. He can be contacted at 415/335-9123
or mark@touchrev.com.

Fig. 1: One portion of the touch interface on a 2009 wall-oven from Jenn-Air includes a
streamlined representation of temperature settings. Source: Jenn-Air.
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through a series of control steps, similar to a
“setup wizard” on a PC. Such features
improve the user experience by making the
device easier to understand. As device makers continue to build more functionality into
their devices, the need for simple, interactive
touch interfaces will continue to grow.
One example of how touch can provide a
simpler interface can be seen on a wall-oven
produced by Jenn-Air in 2009, which features
a 7-in. projected-capacitive touch display
(Fig. 1). Although the Jenn-Air oven interface
appears much simpler than the typical non-touch
interfaces found on other ovens, it includes
additional functionality such as a step-by-step
guide for adjusting cook settings based on the
food category, type, and desired degree of
doneness. Buttons or controls that are not
relevant to the immediate process are eliminated, which streamlines the interface, reduces
visual clutter, and prevents user confusion.

Gesture-Based Touch Interfaces
Touch-interface gestures, defined as
two-dimensional finger motions, can further
simplify an interface and provide an intuitive
user experience that goes beyond the typical
“button replacement” found in most simple
touch interfaces. Gestures allow a sense of
control over interface elements that mirror
physical elements, allowing for a concept
known as “direct manipulation.” For example, swiping emulates the finger motion
involved in turning the page of a book, while
dragging an interface object around a screen
mirrors moving physical objects. Gestures
and direct manipulation allow users to
employ intuitive actions they already use in
the physical world rather than having to learn
new actions.

More Accessible Interfaces
Interactive touch interfaces provide a significant benefit over conventional static interfaces
because they can be configured individually
for each user. Text and image sizes can be
enlarged for elderly users, languages can be
changed as required, options can be simplified
for beginning users, and pop-up help menus
can appear automatically. The device can
even automatically make these reconfigurations upon sensing information about the user.
Accessibility will become increasingly important as touch interfaces move into more
devices in our lives and face an increasingly
diverse user base.

“Futureproofing” Devices
A reconfigurable touch interface without
hardware dependencies can provide the ability
to modify and improve the interface over
time, and even upgrade and change the functionality of the entire device. New features
can be rolled out to devices after the initial
sale, bugs can be fixed remotely by updating
the software over a network connection, interface reconfigurations can be made after actual
field usage data is collected, and new applications can be loaded on a device through an
online store or other provisioning system. As
device manufacturers continue to add more
complex features and interfaces to their products, this ability to futureproof the device will
become increasingly important. This advantage has already been realized in automotive
and GPS applications, for example.

Convergence of Other Functions
A touch interface is really just a blank slate on
which the control of any application or function can exist. This allows a touch interface
to be the common element through which
various functions can converge into one
device. In the past, the need for different
physical interfaces such as buttons determined
the need for products and applications to be
separate. For example, in a business environment, a physical business-card file or phone
list (paper interfaces) is often located beside a
desktop phone (button interface). Neither of
these two products provides an interface that
is convenient for the other. But if a gesture-

based touch interface were implemented on
the desktop phone, integrating a graphicaluser-interface (GUI) based electronic contact
directory into the phone’s calling functions
would probably improve the utility of the
phone and the contact list, as well as being an
obvious workflow improvement. In ways
such as this, touch interfaces can facilitate
product convergence between high-tech and
low-tech products.

How to Create an Interface with a
Great Touch Experience
Device OEMs seeking the benefits of adding
touch interfaces to their products are often
faced with the question of how to do it. They
typically look at some of the leading touch
products on the market, such as the Apple
iPhone, as the benchmark for the “touch
experience” – which can be defined as the
collection of factors that affect the ease-ofuse, intuitiveness, and overall user experience
of the touch interface. OEMs looking to
create an iPhone-like interface on their product often quickly realize that creating an
intuitive, easy-to-use touch interface is not as
simple as buying a capacitive touch sensor
and “slapping it on top” of an existing product. It is a complex endeavor involving
hardware, software, integration, optimization,
and testing.
The following paragraphs provide 10 best
practices for delivering a great touch experience with a wide range of products from
medical devices to mobile phones to home

PHYSICAL INTERFACE

SOFTWARE INTERFACE
Applications
Android or Other OS
(Touch-Friendly OS/Framework)
Gesture
Libray

Pro-Cap
Touch
Sensor

LCD
Display

Other
Periph.

Touch
Driver

Display
Driver

Other
Drivers

Touch UI Elements
(sliders, scrolling, etc.)

Linux Kernel

Industrial
Design
&
Mechanical
Integration

Host Processor / System Electronics

Fig. 2: A block diagram of a touch interface shows the components that must be considered
when creating a great touch experience. Source: Touch Revolution.
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appliances. The touch-interface block
diagram shown in Fig. 2 shows most of the
components that are discussed in the following paragraphs.
1. Holistic Design Mindset: Start with the
goal of creating a great touch device, not just
adding touch to an existing design. The
design must be approached holistically.
Factors that must be considered from the
beginning of a project include user demographics, the product’s industrial design,
system hardware selection, supported features,
and even the product’s price-point.
2. Touch-Sensor Technology: Different
touch technologies have different advantages
and disadvantages, and there are many to choose
from – projective capacitive, surface capacitive,
analog and digital resistive, surface acoustic
wave, optical, etc. It is important to note that
no one-touch technology solves all problems.
3. Touch-Friendly Operating System:
Developing intuitive, attractive, gesture-based
touch GUIs and applications can be difficult,
especially for OEMs who are new to working
with touch interfaces. Giving the users the
touch experience they now expect can be
made easier through the use of an operatingsystem (OS) software platform specifically
built for touch. These platforms, such as the
Google Android, Apple’s iPhone OS, and
Windows 7 (to some extent), make the software developers’ job easier by pre-integrating
many common touch user interface (UI)
elements such as sliders, selection switches,
and gestures such as “flick to scroll.” “swipe,”
and “pinch to zoom.”
4. Integration Testing: It is exceptionally
important to plan for sufficient integration
testing when developing a touch device,
especially when using a capacitive touch
sensor. Issues such as RF-EMI affecting the
touch sensor, software driver optimizations on
the LCD and touch controller, cable-routing,
application performance affecting touch
responsiveness, unwanted optical interaction
between the LCD and the touch sensor, ESD
concerns, etc., are quite common. The only
way to find and fix these issues is to allow
significant time for quality-assurance testing
and to have engineers with the right background do the troubleshooting. The amount
of effort required to integrate all the hardware
and software pieces into a cohesive, responsive, and field-ready product is often underestimated, resulting in delayed, over-budget,
or even cancelled products.
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5. Graphics and Processing Horsepower:
A powerful touch interface can consume a lot
of processor cycles. It is important to consider where this processing takes place – in
the touch-screen controller’s CPU, the host’s
CPU, or the host’s graphics processing unit
(GPU). An advanced GUI is pointless unless
the hardware has enough horsepower in the
right places to run it well, without lags,
delays, or choppiness. Cutting back on hardware performance to save cost can severely
limit the potential of your GUI.
6. Display Selection: Choosing the right
display to use in a touch device is especially
difficult because of the numerous dependencies
between the display and the touch sensor.
Important factors to consider include understanding RF-EMI interference issues between
the display and the touch sensor, matching the
active area and viewing angles, minimizing
optical losses, and bonding/sealing the display
and touch sensors properly, among many others.
7. Mechanical Integration: Most touch
sensors (projective capacitive included) are
made of glass, which has many benefits but
also adds significant constraints when being
integrated into a product. The touch sensor
must be integrated correctly to prevent breakage in the event of mechanical stresses, to prevent slight deflections of the sensor that could
interfere with the sensing baseline, to prevent
dust or other contamination from interfering

with viewing quality, and to prevent ESD
from damaging the touch sensor or system,
among others. Environmentally sealing the
touch screen (if required by the device application) can be more difficult than sealing just
a display, depending on the touch technology.
8. Industrial Design: By their very nature,
touch devices are intended to be highly interactive with the user. This means that
ergonomics, usability, and intuitiveness are
critical. This is important not only for the
GUI design, but for the physical design as
well. If the device is portable, how does the
user hold it? Is there room for a firm grip
without touching the screen? If not, does the
touch screen use multi-touch to provide “grip
suppression”? Is it designed for users of all
ages, sizes, and disabilities?
9. Optimized Touch Software: With an
advanced touch interface, there are many software layers involved in translating the motion
of your finger on the touch screen into a
responsive action on the LCD and in the
application software. The firmware running
on the touch controller, the touch and display
drivers running in the OS, and the application
software itself must all be tested and optimized for responsiveness. Any lags in this
software stack will result in a sub-optimal
user experience.
10. Great GUI: That a touch interface
should include a great GUI seems fairly

Fig. 3: This touch-screen interface for a washer-dryer was shown as a demonstration product
at the 2010 Consumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas. Source: Touch Revolution.

obvious, but many OEMs still do not seem to
get it. A touch interface should be much more
than just a series of “virtual buttons” to provide an intuitive, accessible, inviting, fun, and
satisfying user experience.

Resources
The above “Top 10 Keys to Great Touch
Design” is an excellent start, but certainly not
complete. Delivering a great touch product to
market can be a daunting task, especially for
OEMs new to the world of touch. There are
many helpful resources OEMs can use to
make their touch application a success. A
number of touch-controller IC companies
offer solutions pre-integrated with a touch
screen and OS drivers, minimizing sourcing
and technical integration challenges. Some
LCD and touch-screen makers are beginning
to offer integrated display-and-touch-screen
modules. In deciding on a development strategy, OEMs must carefully consider the trade-

offs between cost, schedule, reliability, and
overall project risk. While bringing touch
interfaces to new applications can be difficult,
a well-executed touch product can provide a
big payback by attracting new customers,
enabling new product features, and even
opening new sources of revenue.

Future Touch Applications: The Focal
Point of Innovation
The future of touch is bright – there will be
new technologies, new companies, and new
markets. But perhaps even more exciting than
the evolution of the touch industry is the
impact that touch will have on other industries
and applications. Touch interfaces have
already helped revolutionize the mobile-phone
industry, greatly affecting consumer usage
models, network bandwidth requirements, and
even enabling major shifts in brand marketshare and revenue streams. Touch is likely to
do the same for other markets as well.

Take, for example, the home appliance
market, and the touch-screen washer-dryer
pictured below in Fig. 3, shown as a demonstration product at the 2010 Consumer
Electronics Show. Not only does this product
have a better, more user-friendly interface
compared to the dial-and-button-covered
interface of most washing machines today, but
the touch interface adds new functionality to
the appliance. With the washer connected via
WiFi or a 3G network, the user could download laundry-specific applications such as a
stain-removal guide, a laundry-symbol
decoder, and even an e-commerce portal for
purchasing laundry supplies. The user could
also install applications for other home-related
functions such as lighting control or energy
monitoring. All of these possible features
create new opportunities and potential
revenue streams for the appliance maker,
product user, application developers, and
numerous other third parties. ■
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Green Technology
For the first time in the history of the Symposium, the Society for Information Display
has designated a group of special sessions to explore green technologies in the display
industry. These include Novel Power-Reduction Techniques, Green Technologies in
Display Manufacturing, Low-Power E-Paper and Other Bistable Displays, Power-Saving
Device Designs, and Green Technologies in Active-Matrix Devices.

by Don Carkner

R

EDUCING the environmental impact
of new display components, including a focus
on lower power consumption and sound recycling practices, is now the mission of almost
every participant in the display industry. It is
not only good business to give consumers and
system designers what they want, it is also
rapidly becoming mandated in many jurisdictions. If a company is not thinking “green”
today, it is not really engaged in its marketplace or preparing itself for the future.
Accordingly, Display Week’s 2010 technical
program committee decided to create a new
forum to help bring the display industry’s
green technology ideas to light, and the focus
is expected to be enthusiastically received by
conference goers eager to find new ways to
conserve energy in terms of both process and
product.

Highlights and Trends
The Symposium will contain five sessions in
the Green Technology track, with 20 papers
covering topics ranging from power-saving
circuitry and drive techniques to materials and
energy reductions during manufacturing to

Don Carker is Principal Technologist for
CH2M Hill, a member of the SID program
selection Display Manufacturing subcommittee, and Program Vice-Chair for Green Technologies for SID 2010. He can be reached at
don.carkner@ch2m.com or (503) 736-4318.

novel device structures that allow higher efficiency operation. A strong trend is under way
to adopt light-emitting diodes (LEDs) as a
replacement light source for backlight units in
liquid-crystal displays (LCDs), both for power
reduction and for the very thin packages that
such designs enable (see Fig. 1), with many
observers predicting complete penetration
within a few short years. Another trend in the
making is evidenced by the emergence of
energy-, material-, and biomass-saving bistable
e-paper displays, as the publishing industry
prepares to undertake the massive transition
from being paper-based to electronic.

Featured Papers
The Display Week sessions will feature
several overview presentations on green
technology and design in the display industry,
from marquee manufacturers such as Samsung,
AUO, and Philips. An invited paper (Session
9) from Dr. Jun Souk of Samsung, “Green
Technology in LCDs,” will provide a comprehensive overview of the current status and
future prospects for green technologies and
trends in the LCD manufacturing industry.
Sharp will present a paper, “Power-Efficient
LC TV with Smart Grid Demand Response

Fig. 1: Samsung’s LED9000 is an example
of a super-thin LED-edgelit LCD TV that is
designed to be energy efficient. Image
courtesy Samsung.
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Functionality,” by Louis Kerofsky, on the hot
topic of Smart-Grid functionality. There will
also be papers on novel LED-backlight technologies from Chiao Tung and Chung Hua
Universities. New power-saving drive techniques will be discussed by LG Display, and
AMOLEDs, another topic that looms large in
terms of future power reduction, by Universal
Display Corp. (UDC). There will also be a
selection of papers from Europe and the U.K.
on novel e-paper approaches.
Seiko Amamo from the Semiconductor
Energy Lab in Japan will discuss low-power
operation using the interesting new IGZObased amorphous-oxide TFT device. AnThung Cho from AUO will talk about two
forward-looking technology developments –
in-cell light sensing and in-cell solar power
generation – imagine a display that generates
its own power!

The Case for Green
We seem to be immersed daily in exhortations
on the need to reduce emissions and conserve
resources, and many people have taken such
advice to heart by altering patterns in their
daily lives. Now these concerned consumers
are taking the next step, which is holding
manufacturing companies and the devices
they sell accountable in a similar way. Industry players are developing strategies, techniques, and trends that are being used in order
to meet both consumers’ and the shareholders’
requirements, and these sessions will allow
such players to educate the industry on their
plans and efforts. ■
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Touch Takes Off at Display Week 2010
Due to the large number of touch-related symposium papers and exhibitors at last year’s
Display Week, the Society for Information Display has inaugurated sessions devoted
exclusively to touch technology in 2010. The sessions are: Touch Technology Development,
Multi-Touch Systems and Developments, and Display-Embedded Touch Solutions. There is
also a touch poster session with nine presentations.

by Jenny Donelan

I

NTEREST in touch-interface technology
has skyrocketed during the last 2 years at
Display Week. In 2009, 54 exhibitors were
on-hand to show touch screens, controllers, or
other touch-related products and services,
(representing more than 25% of total
exhibitors at the show). Prior to 2009, the
number of touch papers submitted each year
could be counted on the fingers of one hand.
In 2009, there were 161 papers and in 2010
there will be 21 (including posters). All this
activity is a bit akin to a gold rush, in that
there’s money to be made and lots of people
are after it – if only they can find the right
spot (i.e., the best solutions or killer application). At this time, these solutions, including
iterations of technologies, such as resistive,
capacitive, acoustic wave, and more, are
numerous and, in the end, some will undoubtedly achieve more traction than others. Practically everyone involved in touch technology
can find something promising this year at
Display Week 2010, which will be a fascinating stage on which many of these companies
and technologies play out.
“There is incredible interest and expansion
in the touch market right now,” says Bob
Senior, an Executive Vice President with
Noise Limit and SID Program Vice Chair for
Touch. But why now? Touch has, after all,
been around about as long as there have been

personal computers; even multi-touch is about
a quarter-century old. While the technology
has been used for many years in applications
such as banking ATMs and educational
platforms, it was not as much of a draw for
personal computers and other devices until a
couple of recent commercial implementations
took hold. One is obviously Apple’s iPhone
(see Fig. 1) and other portable devices that use
multi-touch. Another is Microsoft’s support
for multi-finger touch in the user interface for
Windows 7, as well as its Surface computing.
Senior also cites Hewlett Packard’s TouchSmart technology, incorporated in its line of
TouchSmart PCs, as a factor in raising the
general awareness of touch.
Clearly, consumers want touch and manufacturers want to provide it. The attachment
rate, or percentage of devices that ship with
touch, has multiplied greatly over the last
couple of years, according to Senior. One of
the ongoing challenges for this technology,
however, is finding a solution that works
across the widest possible range of display
devices. “There is no silver bullet technology,”
says Senior. Accordingly, Display Week
2010 will be the ideal venue to examine the
evolution and potential of the different currently available technologies.

sentation, “A Touching Story: A Personal
Perspective on the History of Touch Interfaces

A Touching Story

Jenny Donelan is the Managing Editor of
Information Display magazine.

Starting off the touch sessions will be a de
facto keynote session, an invited paper from
Microsoft Research’s Bill Buxton. His pre-

Fig.1: The use of multi-touch in the iPhone
fired the public imagination and helped bring
about general acceptance of the multi-touch
interface. Image courtesy AT&T.
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Past and Future” will provide an excellent
overview of the factors leading up to today’s
touch revolution and will include a sub-theme
on the nature of innovation itself. Buxton’s
paper will trace the long (40-plus years)
history of touch, including the story behind
the “pinch-gesture” used to scale photographs,
etc., which was first demonstrated in 1983.
He will report on touch screens that began to
be developed in the second half of the 1960s,
with early work being done by IBM, the
University of Illinois, and in Ottawa, Canada.
As he discusses solutions that were discovered
decades ago, but have only come to the forefront now, he will explain that such a lengthy
incubation time for the development of new
technology is not at all unusual.

Multi-Touch and Embedded Themes
In terms of themes for submitted papers, both
multi-touch and embedded touch were strong
R&D subjects this year. Accordingly, each
has a session dedicated to it. Multi-touch is

Have you forgotten
about this issue?
Log onto informationdisplay.org
and click “ID Archive.”

“hot,” of course, and embedded or “in-cell”
touch – incorporating the touch into the
display itself rather than as an overlay –
“that’s the nirvana of touch,” says Senior.
In-cell touch will enable designs that are more
elegant – and less expensive. For more about
in-cell technology, see “LCD In-Cell Touch”
in this issue. The multi-touch session includes
the invited papers, “What Multi-Touch Is All
About,” by Jeff Han from Perceptive Pixel,
and “In-Cell Embedded Touch-Screen Technology for Large-Sized LCD Applications” by
Seiki Takahasi from Samsung. The embedded session has six papers, including “Novel
LCD with a Sensing Backlight” by Kwonju
Yi from Samsung Electronics and “Embedded
Si-Based Photonic Sensor in TFT-LCD
Technology Integrated as a Multi-Function
Touch-Input Display” by An-Thung Cho from
AU Optronics Corp.
Although Display Week 2010’s technical
symposium is rich with offerings in many
areas, attendees should be sure to attend at

least a few of the touch sessions because the
year to come will undoubtedly be a pivotal
one for touch. The featured papers will
describe not only where the technology is
headed, but where it came from, and how
certain types of touch solutions may rise to the
top over the next few years.
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LatinDisplay 2009
by Daniel den Engelsen
LatinDisplay 2009, the premier Society for
Information Display conference in the Southern Hemisphere, took place in São Paulo,
Brazil, on November 16–19, 2009. The venue
for the third annual event was the Perdizes
campus of the Pontifícia Universidade
Católica de São Paulo (PUC-SP), where the
organizers held a symposium with oral
presentations, a poster session, and an exhibition run in parallel to the conference. The
Display Escola (Display School), a special
program for those who wanted to learn more
about displays, took place on November 19
at another campus of PUC, having about
35 people in attendance.
LatinDisplay 2009 had approximately 280
participants over the 3 days – a record for this
conference. LatinDisplay has definitely come
of age as a member of the family of SID
conferences. There are several reasons behind
this growing popularity. First, LatinDisplay
has a unique conference formula; it is basically a one-track conference with no parallel
sessions, featuring oral presentations by
famous display experts from all over the
world. Second, the speakers are carefully
selected and instructed to present topics in a
way that will be of interest to a broad audience of attendees, including students, company managers, university professors,
bankers, and government authorities, as well
as experts from display-related institutes and
industries.
The highlighted areas at LatinDisplay 2009
were OLEDs, e-Readers, and displays for
medical applications. Apart from a gripping
lecture by Dr. Manju Rajeswaran, Senior
Scientist at Kodak, on the analysis of OLED
materials, the focus on OLEDs was on lighting applications. Dr. Gopalan Rajeswaran,
Vice President of Moser Baer, reviewed
recent developments in organic solid-state
lighting and Dr. Tom Munters, Product
Manager at Philips Lighting for OLED-based
lighting, described Philips’s activities in this
field.
Ken Werner, Senior Analyst at Insight
Media, described the developments in the
field of e-paper, notably e-Readers. The
avalanche of products now on the market
demonstrates that e-paper technology is
maturing.
44 Information Display 3/10

Shown at far right during the opening ceremony of LatinDisplay 2009 is Dr Victor Pellegrini
Mammana, chairman of the conference.
The third highlight was a presentation from
Dr. Adi Abileah, Chief Scientist at Planar
Systems, on displays for medical applications.
His presentation was also the perfect introduction for a subsequent panel discussion on
displays and information systems for healthcare and hospitals. That discussion featured
Ken Werner, John Jacobs of DisplaySearch,

Gabriel Marcu of Apple Computers, Adi
Abileah, and Cecil Cho of USP in Brazil.
In addition to these highlights, there were
many other invited lectures with content that
was of interest to specialists as well as a broad
audience. The lively Q&A sessions after the
presentations showed that audience members
were highly engaged. Perhaps LatinDisplay’s

Dr. Ernst Lueder of Stuttgart University begins his lecture on high-performance LCDs at
LatinDisplay 2009.

SID news

guest editorial
continued from page 4

successful, one-track formula is ready to be
copied by other chapters of the SID.
It should be noted that a second attractor
for LatinDisplay is the current policy of the
Brazilian government to attract the display
industry to Brazil to counteract a trade deficit
of about US$2 billion due to huge panel
imports. The policy and financial instruments
that are available in Brazil to attract displayrelated industry were presented by Dr. Margarida Baptista of the Banco Nacional de
Desenvolvimento Econômico e Social”
(BNDES) and by Dr. Pedro Alem of the
Agencia Brasileira de Desenvolvimento
Industrial (ABDI).
The poster session during LatinDisplay
2009 (40 posters in total) was a good opportunity for young scientists to show their newest
results in supporting technologies for displays,
solar cells, and lighting. Awards were given
for both the best student and non-student
posters.
The exhibition parallel to LatinDisplay
2009 was modest, with only 16 booths.
Nevertheless, the central location of the venue
supported networking activities between the
participants, and for this reason the exhibition
was an attractive place to show services and
products.
Finally, the hospitality of the Brazilians,
especially the hostess of LatinDisplay 2009,
Professor Alaide Pellegrini Mammana, amid
the warm Brazilian culture, once again
provided the finishing touch to a successful
LatinDisplay.
Please visit the Web site of LatinDisplay
2009 to learn about forthcoming LatinDisplay
conferences at http://www.brdisplay.com.br/
latindisplay. LatinDisplay 2010 has been
scheduled for November 16-19. Alaide and
Victor Pelligrini Mammana look forward to
welcoming you to Brazil for the next and most
exciting LatinDisplay yet. ■
Daniel den Engelsen is Chairman of the
Program Committee of LatinDisplay 2009.

For daily display
industry news, visit
www.informationdisplay.org

the user needs. In my mind’s eye, I can see
what I like to call the “psychic touch screen™.”
It knows what the user wants, and it just does
it. It doesn’t care how many fingers are used,
how dry the fingers are, how hard or soft or
quickly or slowly the screen is touched, where
it’s touched, what it’s touched with, whether a
hand (and maybe also a beer can) is resting on
the screen, whether the device is in bright sunlight, or anything else. When users are interacting with touch-screen-equipped devices,
they do not want to be thinking about touch or
fingernails or anything related to the touch
screen. They just want to use their devices!
We have a long way to go to get to that point,
but that’s partly what the current excitement
of the touch industry is all about. Touch is
accelerating and exhilarating.
This issue of Information Display focuses
on touch. In the Frontline Technology article
“LCD In-cell Touch,” my colleague Mark
Fihn (Veritas et Visus) and I explore the latest
status of LCD in-cell touch, the holy grail of
touch for the past 7 years. In the next Frontline Technology article, “Projected-Capacitive
Touch Technology,” Gary Barrett (Touch
International) and Ryomei Omote (Nissha
Printing) together provide a thorough explanation of projected-capacitive touch technology,
currently one of the hottest topics in touch.
In this issue’s Display Marketplace article,
Jennifer Colegrove (DisplaySearch) delineates
the current state of the touch market, as well
as recent events in a half-dozen touch technologies. In the Enabling Technology article,
“Touch Screens and Touch Surfaces Are
Enriched by Haptic Force-Feedback,” Bruce
Banter (Tech-D-P) describes several new
technologies that are being employed in haptic
(force-feedback) touch screens, as well as
what’s happening in automotive implementations. And in a second Enabling Technology
article, Mark Fihn (Veritas et Visus) and I look
beneath the surface of Microsoft’s Surface
product and other similar vision-based touch
technologies. Wrapping up this issue is Mark
Hamblin’s (Touch Revolution) Making Displays
Work for You article, in which he explains
why touch makes sense as a replacement for
conventional button-and-switch interfaces and
provides some eminently practical guidelines
for applying touch in those environments.
I hope that you find the articles in this issue
so interesting and exciting that you’ll be eager
to join me and the rest of the touch industry in
the pursuit of the psychic touch screen! ■

Geoff Walker is the Marketing Evangelist &
Industry Guru at NextWindow, the leading
supplier of optical touch screens. He is a
recognized touch-industry expert who has
been working with touch screens for 20 years.
He can be reached at 408/506-7556 and
gwalker@nextwindow.com.

president’s corner
continued from page 6
aggressive, and viewed by some as “wishful
thinking.” There was certainly no consensus
that these predictions could be met.
Now that it’s 2010, we can look back and
see that these predictions were not only true,
but could have been more aggressive! According to market research firm DisplaySearch,
unit shipments reached 100 million in 2008
(2 years earlier than President Lee predicted),
the $1000 retail price is available for 46-inch
panels (32-inch panels are available for less
than $500!), and AMLCDs have far more
market share in televisions than all competing
technologies combined. Digital signage is an
exciting new application area, 70-inch LCD
panels are being sold through retail channels,
and Gen 8 through Gen 10 fabs now represent
the state of the art.
All participants in the AMLCD industry
must take credit for this achievement; Mr.
Lee himself declared that success would
require innovation and investment from across
the entire industry. Still, this was a bold
prophecy presented over 5 years ago by a true
visionary, and one that has unfolded despite
the doubts of many at the time.
In this 2010 year, I will note that SID has
another senior executive from Samsung,
Dr. Sang Soo Kim, providing a keynote
address. Indications are that he will also be
addressing the growth potential of another
emerging technology – this time organic lightemitting-diode (OLED) displays. I, for one,
will be very keen to hear his predictions for
the future and to see if history can repeat
itself. ■
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Official SID Housing Request Form:
Display Week
Seattle, Washington May 23 - 28, 2010
The official housing closing date is April 23rd, 2010.
If you
have not
made
All hotel
requests
must
be accompan
Hotel ied by a completed SID hotel
reservations by this date, contact Globetrotter Travel,
and
every
effort
will
be
madebe found with the hotel rules and restriction
agreement. Agreement may
to secure accommodations for you.
1) Red Lion Hotel

Fill out this form completely and mail or fax to:

section of the website.

2) Sheraton Seattle (Headquarters Hotel)
Club Level:
3) Grand Hyatt
4) Hyatt Olive 8

Globetrotter Travel Management Services
18121 Georgia Avenue
Suite 104
Olney, Maryland USA 20832-1437

Single
$187.00
$199.00
$229.00
$209.00
$209.00

Double
$187.00
$199.00
$229.00
$229.00
$229.00

15.6% Occupancy and sales tax not included in room rates(Subject to change without notice)

SID HOUSING GUIDELINES
Toll Free U.S. and Canada 888-296-2967
In order to keep facility fees down, the Society for Information Display arranges contracts that combine rental of convention facilities
guarantee of a certain number of hotel room-nights at convention hotels. SID Symposium participants can help keep registration
International Callers 301-570-0800
All hotel requests must beand
accompanied
completed
SID
hotelin hotels listed in the SID registration information. Nevertheless, in
fees
down this year and by
in theafuture
by registering
and staying

response
to the with
current the
economic
situation,
SIDand
has relaxed
its deadlines for hotel reservations to provide its attendees flexibility in
agreement.
Agreement may be
found
hotel
rules
restriction
PRESS 2 for Hotel or PRESS 1 for Flight
Information
scheduling their participation.





Fax
301-570-9514



Online Reservations and Hotel Maps/Descriptions
www.globetrottermgmt.com/sid

Exhibitor

Email
sid@globetrottermgmt.com

Attendee

section of the website.
April 23, 2010 Name receipt
deadline
April 30, 2010 First night
guarantee deadline
72 hour - Full
reservation
guarantee deadline

IMPORTANT DATES

Globetrotter must have received the names of the occupants for each room reservation. Name changes are
permitted, without charge up to the date of check in. Room reservations without named occupants will be
cancelled.
Up to this deadline, reservations may be cancelled without penalty. Reservations still in force on this date will
be charged a one night, non-refundable deposit of room rate plus tax.
For any cancellations or date changes made within 72 hours of the checkin date, a full charge for all reserved
room nights plus tax will be applied. The one-night deposit previously charged will be credited against this
charge.

Occupant Information: (Each line represents 1 room unless otherwise specified)
Preferred Hotel Choice: (1)_____________ (2)_____________ (3)______________

Contact Information:
Smoking

Number
of People

Number
of Beds

Name(s) of Occupant(s)

Arrival
Date

Departure
Date

Name:__________________________________________________
Company:_______________________________________________
Address 1:_______________________________________________
Address 2:_______________________________________________
City__________________________State________ZIP___________
Country_________________________________________________
Phone:__________________________________________________
Fax:____________________________________________________
E-Mail__________________________________________________

Special Requests (please circle): Roll-a-way Handicapped Accessible Other__________________
Valid Credit Card with expiration date through 7/2010 required.

Credit Card Number:_____________________________ Exp Date:__________
Cardholder’s Name:___________________________________________________
Cardholder’s Signature:________________________________________________
Check Enclosed:_________ Check#________
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■ No
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a subscription to Information Display
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monthly Journal of the SID.
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